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SERVICE MEN'S PICTURES
WANTED FOR HISTORY! - a
•
We ere still asking. fer .the
pictures - of Calloway Service
men! We have several hundred pictures that have already
been run in the newspapers
and the engravings are in our
library ready for use in the
CalIotvaa Sae:fake Honor' Hellthat is being compiled in this
office.
We are anxious that all men
who have served in the military
-4f.--Stoirea.--thairman of 7th
forces be piens-red in this hisWar Loan Drities ennajpecesa belay -torya--Weaver , asking the pa$375000
of
quota
general
the
that
rents or relatives -of these men
assigned to' Calloway county had
to bring Pictures to this office.
the
and
he
which
been met for
aakeds slur_ the
One eitallar
other Workers in thisdrive ate excost of mailing the picture
quota
tremely grateful. But the
away fur a newspaper engravfor E Bonds to be sold in this
ing. There is no cost for the
drive amounted to 6225.000 and to
picture and news in the Isedthis date the county is between
ger and Times. The picture
forty and fifty thousand dellars
will be returned unharmed.
- short of its quota for these bends.
-L. H.
iuby
E Bonds can be purchased
dividuals only and the chairman
-urges al) who have not had a part M
,
and those who wish to -have
greater past to please make their
E Bond purchase before June 30.
so that Calloway County pax over
subscribe her . quota as she hes
Mts. Cora Cole, 65, died at her
always done. '
.
home in Paducah Monday evening
•
after a short illness.
- Mrs. Cole Who was before her
marriage Miss Cora Skaggs was a
native of Calloway county but
with her family had. resided in
Padnealla afe -aease• than 20 years.

COUNTY REACHES
GENERAL QUOTA IN
WAR BOND DRIVE

••••••••••••/

IMMUNISER'

$50,000 Short In E
Bond Purchases,
Says T. H.Stokes

sumers
Co.

64
er

rs. 0. M. Cole
Dies In Paducah

E !!
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Mr.John D.Freeman
Is Revival Speaker at
Hazel Baptist Church

tEPA1R

She was a Member .of the Clement Street Church of Christ
where funeral services were conducted on Wednesday with Eld.
Burial
R. M. Emery in charge
was in Maplelawn Cemetery. Paducah.
Mrs. Cole is survived by her
husband and five, sons: Dewey.
Fred. Tommie and Hal Cole of
Paducah. Ted'Cole of Detroit; three
daughters. Mrs. Beva Kaler, Mrs.
Nets Gipson. and Mrs. Nell Fields
of Detroit; one brother. A. B.
Skaggs of Campbell. Mo.; one sister. Mrs. Bell Etakeney. Poplar
Bluff. Mu.: nine grandchildren and
one great-grandchild. Mrs. 0. L.
Broach, this cjty, is a sister-in-law.

CHINE-.
Fourth

tepairing
338
ERT

Dr. John . D. •Freeman will be
the speaker in a series of services at the Hazel Baptist church
to begin Sunday morning. June 24.
. 11:00. Services will be held
daily at 11 a.m. and 830 pm.
Dr: Freeman is editor of the
Recorder. - Kentucky's
Westean
Baptiat State pnper, and one of the
finest praachers in the &Adhere
Baptist Conaentien. "His simplicffy Shakes his profound. We are very awn ,us that you hear this
lead er.
religiosity
eutstanding
Every one is cordially invited." idfirials of the Hazel church aura

Dewey Crass Asks
Repllmtion to Office
of Tax Commissioner
•

1

Dewey Craas, a redive Calloway
countian, this weak fromerly announces his candidacy for re-election to the office of Tax Commissioner.
Mr. Crass graduated from New
Concord High School and received
his degree from- Murray State College and for 15 years was a school
'teacher in this county.
He has served as tax commisshiner for Iwo terms.
The Crass' faitalY live on West
Poplar street,. theae are three children. the eldest daughter is serving her country as a member of
the WAVES.

I foot:makers to Hold
Exhibit in Morris
Bldg., June 13-15
The exhibit of reclaimed and
slip-covered furniture made by
members of Homemakers Clubs
I will open Saturday morning, June
23. in the Morris building on the
west-side of the square. The exhibit Will continue through. Monday. June 26.
Tha diaplay will include chairs
originally kitchen
Which -were
• chairs,, discarded rocking and occaaionol chairs and car seats
which have been reclaimed, padded and slip-covered into attractive comfortable pieces of furni. The materials of the slipture,
and
covers %airy from printed
dyed feed sacks to slip-cover materials and' many of them were
made at very little cost..
The exhibit is open' to the public and members of Homemakers
Clubs will be present to give additional jiifori:nation and anawer
questions Everyone is invited to
come in anytime Saturday or Manday between* 9 a.m. and 5:39 p.m.

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, June 21, 1945
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Lux. C. Stewart, son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Stewart of Murray.
Route 6. arrived in Murray Friday,
-June 15, after spending over 23
months in a German prison camp.
Flight commander arid pilot Of -a
B-17, he wag -shot "down' over
Belgium.
Lieutenant Stewart was in this
office Tuesday and told us many of
his experiences. He entered the
Air Corps in 1941 and was comLubbock,
at
missioned a pilot
Texas, July 3. 1942.
on
Operating out of England
May 14-. 1943. his plane was attacked by German fighters and be'.n to burn. The crew bailed out
:id landed in Belgium. Lieetens
at Stewart suffered two fractured
,bs and a twisted' spine from 'a
tulty parachute. but he Was'
aious when he landed.
Stewart's wounds were healed at
Pvt. Holland Gene Cole, son of
then he was imMiley Cole of Detroit, arrived a hospital and
here Saturday. •June 16. for a furlaugh. Pvt Cole has been a German' prisoner since September.
1944.
five
• Pvt. Cole was trained
months in the Infantry and served
in France before his capriire. His
aunt, Miss Willie Jetton, and his
grandfather, J. A. Cole, live in
Murray.
-- --PFC. PAUL JONES ARRIVES
AFTER 26 MONTHS IN PRIIIION
Pfc. Paul D. Junes, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harmon Jones of Kirksey, arrived home recently after
spending 26 months in a German
prison camp. He is here for 60
days.
Pfc. Jones went overseas in September, 1942, and was serving with
a tank 'division in North Africa'
when he was captured by the
Germans.

Hall Hood Makes
Known Candidacy
For County Judge
•
`Trail Hon& a native of Calloway
county, this week makes a formal
announcement of his eandidacy for
the office of County Judge.
Mr. Hoed received his early education in Murray and received his
S
Doctor of Law degree from the
University_ of .Kentucky.._ For the
past 25 years he has practiced his
profession in Murray
Mr. Hood is a Steward in the
Metflodist Church and has served
as Sunday School superintendent.
He is a member of the Masonic
Lodge. end American Legion having served as- Commander and is
Pogue. son of
T-Sgt
also a .Rotarian. - He has served Mr. and. Mrs. Terry aatigue.- Muras both county and city attorney. ray Route 5, and Gerraan prisoner
Mr. Hood has two sons who are since March, 1944, arrived in Murhi the service of theii country, ray Manday, June 18.
one with the army and one with
T-Sgt. Pogue, aerial gunner and
t htanavy.
co-pilot, was first reported missing
His
formal, announcement ap- over Italy. and later a prisoner of
the Germans.
pears elsewhere in this paper.

NEWSPAPERS MAY BE SENT OVERSEA
ACCORDING TO POST OFFICE .RULES
I hereby certify that as of July
There has 'teen some confusion
unexpired
in regard to postal regulations con- I, 1945, there are
cerning the mailing of a news- subscriptions to the Ledker and
paper to oversea service men. To Times from personnel of the Navy,
explain the matter so that that mis- Marine Corps. and Coast Guards
understanding may be cleared, we basing addresses via fleet post
quote.. instructions given this of- offices at Nee Verk. N. V., or San
fice by the local postmaster, and rranciseo. Calif and that a galley
which have been practiced here list showing the earns.s of these
suleicribera has been prepared and
regularly:
hoof's still be available for inspection by
"The redeployment of
upon
request.
postmaster
from the European and Mediter- the
ranean Theaters of Operation will Thereafter, on tAe first day of each
cause a large number of changes month the publisher shall file with
in addresses Troops in those thea- the postmasters certificates readters will be required before de- ing:
parting from the theaters to notify
new
"I hereby certify that
correspondents and publishers of
renewal's
subscriptions and _
their new addresses, or, if tte. tiCW
*
addressee-are not known, to equest were received for the Ledger
correspondents and publishers to Times during the month of
discontinue mailing letters, parcels from personnel of the Navy. Maand publications until further ad- rine Corpa. and Coast Guard, having addresses via fleet post ofvised.Another set of instructions were fices at Ned Vork..N. V.. and San
given us In regard to oeder No F'raneisco, Calif., that there is
27851 of the Postmaster General available for examination by the
dated May 1. 1945. which 1.11111114`, postmaster upon request the writnewspaper publishers "To present ten requests initiated by the adfor the examination of the post- dressees for these subscriptions and
cube-ripmaster at the office.. of mailing re- renewals: and that
quests Initiated by the addressees Dona from such personnel expired
for subscriptions or renewals of during the month and eere dispubscriptiona from overseas per- continued."
sonnel of the Navy, Marine -Corns, • The 'above means that the paper
and Coast Guard. Publishers shall may continue' to service men overcomply with this requirement by sea, wail request the paper, and
filing with the postmaster on July' whose addresses are fairly permaI, 1945, a certificate reading':
nent.

..'.'-'-'16114110.11,141ralfrtrffriegergr0410..4.
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Funeral Services
For Mrs. Fannie M.
Clark Held Sunday

Callowg Soldiers Now Dome After
L. eration From Nazi Prison Camps
I

Foneral services for Mrs. Fannie May Clark who died at the
tame of her daughter. Mrs. Ruth
rd of Route 4. Murray. on SatSunday
urday, were conducted
afternoon at 3:30 o'clock at South
Pleasant Grove church with Rea.
A. G. Childers in charge.
Mrs. Clark, 65 years of age, the
wife Of C. W. Clark, had been-in
failing health for several weeks.
Survivors - include her husband:
one daughter. Mrs. Ruth Ford; one
son, Houston Clark, Detroit, Mich.;
and three grandchildren.
Mrs. Oscar Taylor, Detroit, is a
sister, and Bud Taylor, New Concord: is a brother.
Burial was in South Pleasant
pallbearers,
Grove cemetery and
were Bill Hill, Toy Spann, Rufe
Spann, Lee Mills, Edgar Armstrong. Elmer Miller, John Hopper
and Reed Brandon.

-- --Lot* at your yellow label!:
If it reads, 6-45. it means that
yob:- subscription to the Ledger
and Times expires with the
last issue in June. It is also an
invitation to aenew your saibscription so that you will not
miss a single issue.
You who du not remember
about the expiration date of
service men. are invited to inquire about the matter in ,this
office, and if the oversee inen
, have requested that their subscription be renewed, we will
be glad to take care of thar
This office enjoys talking to
you, and having a visit with you
Please
when you come in.
check your yellow label so that
you won't let the time slip up
on you.a.-L. H.

Pullias to Conduct
Gospel Meets Here

XV; No. 26

YANKS MOP UP AS
JAP RESISTANCE
ENDS ON OKINAWA
Official Word Is
Expected Soon From
American Officials
The final stand of the Japanese
--Oktnaave heti tailed-. The end
of organized resistance seems to-be a fact: although official prohas not yet been
nouncement
made.
The Tenth ekrmy and the U.S.
Marines drove through to the
south shore, wiping out the final
semblances of organized warfare
by the Nipponese.
Figures released by Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz state that
6.884 Jap troops were killed and
885 captured during Sunday, Monday. and Tuesday. During the 80
days of fighting, enemy casualties
have reached a total of 87,343 killed and 2.565 taken prisoner.
The major American loss during tile past few days was the
LA. Gen.
death of Kentucky's
Simon &sliver Buckner, Jr.. of
Munfordville. Another- great loss
occurred the folloWing day with
the death of Brig Gen. Claudius
Id. Lasky, assiatant commander of
the 96th Division, according to an
announcement by the War Department.
Confusion reigned as the American forces pushed against the Japanese who were seen leaping into
the ocean from high cliffs, rather
than withstanding the Yank bombardment or surrender.
The Yank advance was so potent
that It split the Japanese resistance into three groups, and pushed against them with such fury
that naval -gunfire and land based
artillery was often withheld to
keep from hitting the advancing
Americans

Lt. Hart To Go
To Carlisle, Pa.

Annual Singing
To Be Held Here
Sunday, June 24

Calloway Woman
Dies In Texas

W. C. Robinson

Wadesboro
Navy and Melugin Oilers Are Winners Enters
Race
Magistrate
In First Night of Softball League Play

Pfc. J. C. Lamb, who escaped to
Czechoslovakia from a German
prison camp. arrived home Sunday and has been visiting friends
in Murray. He is the son of Mr
and'llars. Edgar W. Lamb, of Providence.
Pfc. Lamb was captured on December 19, 1944. He was kept in
Camp Stalag 4B in Germany for
five months before he escaped. He
and another soldier marled from
the camp to Czechoslovaltha and
lived there two weeks as civilians
till the Russians came. Pfc. Lamb
wears one battle star, the Good
Conduct Medal, and the European
Theater of War ribbon.

%.1

Lt. William Parker Hays-wellknown here as the grandson of the
late Flem Hays. chief of police
in Murray for ti number' of years,
and the sun of the late Clifton
Hays, is in Murray visiting his
other
uncle. Porter Hays„ _and
relatives. He was captured by
the Gemians May IL 1944, and
was liberated last month. He arSaturday. His
rived 'In town
mother, Mrs. Ruth Hays, and sister reside in Friendship, Tenn.
Lt. Hays was a bombardier on
aaB-17 and was on his 10th mission
wt&•n he was shot down over
SGT. I.. D. THOMPSON HOME:
Belgium. He was /blown from his
SERVED WITH FIRST ARMY
plane and- from flak received seriSgr- Lewis D Thompson. son of ous side. • hip, and leg wounds.
werked.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar D. Thompson Luckily 'his parachute
of Hardin Route 1, arrived home' The Germans carried ham,to a hosTuesday, June 19. after being in a pital in Amsterdam an dtreated
German prison camp since Novem- his wounds', to a successful healing. He does not liMp or show
ber 22, 1944,
Sergeant Thompson- went- rivet'. any 'signs s4 4wir4g *ten -Welted:
He was modest in his talk about
seas with the First Army in April.
1944. and served in France,,Bel- his experiences in German hands.
gium. and Germany before he was He was sent to Stalag Loft III
captured. - Back in the United where he remained for several
States, he %veal to Camp Atterbery months, and enjoyed reading books
. (Continued on Page 21
before receiving 'a 68-day furlough.

-- k.
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Fifteen inductees and two transfers will report to Louisville from
the local draft board for Induction
July 2.
The inductees are'
Charles. Houston Blalock
Joe Edd Emerson
Hugh Grey Fuqua
Milford Leon Adams
Ray Terry broach
H. D. Murrel
William Franklin Keel
James Smith Clark
David Burkeen, Jr.
Conley Eugene. Crass
A series of gospel meetings will
Harold Vernon Hopkins
Felix Harold Otey
begin at the Murray Church of
Christ Sunday, June 24. Sunday
Jack Miller Alexander
services will be at 10:50 a.m. and
James Compton
8:00 p.m. Week-day services will
Arlin Don Hodges
Transfers:
be conducted at 3:00 and 8:00 p.m
William %enema Smith
To,. do the preaching. M. Kurfees
James Hayden Washer
Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
Putties of
has been secured. while J. Lewis
Doran of Yorkville, Tenn., Will be
in charge of the congregational
singing'. 'Be. Doren was here in
the same capacity last year, and
Lt. James Coleman Hart. son of
did a splendid work. The church
mint themselves fortunate to have Dr. and Mrs. P. A. Hart of West
secured his services again this Main street, will report to Carlisle,
Singing, an year. A former resident of this Barracks. Pa., for special trainThe Big Annual
event of long standing in Callo- county and a graduate of Murray ing on July 6.
Lt. Hart. a graduate of Murray
way county and one that recalls State Teachers College, he is well
State College, received his M.D.
many enjoyable „memories of by- and favorably known here.
degTee from the University of
gone days, will be held at the
Bro Pullias is a stranger in
College auditorium Sunday. June Murray, but he comes here with Louisville School of • Medicine and
24, according to John Key, presi- the very highs•st c‘mmendattons. served a nine months internship
at the same' place, after completdent id the associatio0.
Having- preached in gospel meetWaylon Perry will beainacharge ings in Mayfield for the past two ing this work he was.cerrunissionof the public address system and years, he is highly praised by the ed and given the new assignment.
he stated today that adequate people ofeMayfield. Also, many
equipment vaill•be installed for the- will remt•mber his father, M. (
occasien.
Pullias, who preached here in .a
For many years this sena feat meeting several years ago
has been held in the large audiPullias attended Middle'
Bro
a
torium of Murray State College Tennessee State Teachers College
Joe W. Broach. Puryear, Tenn.
have
of
area
this
peoples
all
and
He
and- David Lipscomb College
been extended a cordial greeting has served as minister for churches rect-ived a telephone message from
by Dr James H. Richmond. pres- in Dallas, Tex., Henderson. Tex., Raymondville, Tex, on June 16 anident.
•
a
Franilin,'/Ca. Huntsville. Ala, and nouncing the death of his sister.
The singing will begin at 1 p.m. McMinnville, Tenia. Evangelistic Mrs. W. H. Harris.
Mrs. Harris was born and reared
and continue throughout the after- work has carried him into practiher
noon. Mr. Key announced today.
cally every state of the South in Calloway county; later with
and Southwest. At present he is family she mcived to Texas where
LT. COL. FOrNT RUSSELL
laboring with one of the churches she lived until death.
Burial services were held in RayWILL ARRIVE SOON
of Murfreesboro, Tenn.
a
A cordial Invitationis extended mondville Sunda): afternoon.
Lt. Col, Feurit Bassett will arBesides her brother. Mrs. Hifrris
rive in the States July I. accord- to all to attend every service and
is survived by her husband and
ing to a cable received Tuesday to hear this able gospel preacher.
of three children.
by hisamother. Mrs A. D. Russell, officials of the Murray Church
Christ said
Miller Avenue

PFC. LAMB JOINS RUSSIANS
AFTER ESCAPE FROM NAZIS

SCHEDULE
Thursday. June 21
Navy vs. Bluebirds
Melugin Oilers vs Jaycees
Tuesday, Jane 26
Navy vs Melugin Oilers
Bluebieds vs. Jaycees.
•
LEAGUE STANDINGS
Team
Navy
Melugin Oilers
.
Jaycees
Bluebirds

1
1
0
0

0
1

1

..•
Opening night of the Murray
Softball league saw the Navy aggregation rolling up a 19-1 victory over the Jaycees in the first
game and in the nightcap Melugin
Oilers went on a scoring spree to
lick the Bluebirds 25-7.
The Navy heavy hitters for the
evening were Yoketn and Aldridge with three safe blows each.
Aldridge"hit for the circuit in the
seventh.
e Blues of the Navy scored 1
lnJlIw,:first, 4. in 'the second, 5 in
taird. 1 in the fourth, 4 in the
ifth, 2- in the sixth, and 2 in
the seventh. Aldridge and Johnsen was the battery.
The Jaycees wefe hitting into the
waiting fielders and
hands of

hit the ground
too many balls '
that should have been easy outs,
therefore spelling doom for the
Murray Civic club.
The Jaycees' lone score came in
the third inning as follows: West
flied out to short fielder: Stiles
hit for a single and stole second:
Wm. Jeffrey banged out a single
to score Stiles; Smith grounded out
second to first and Farmer pia bed out.to short field.
Oilers( 25, Bluebirds 7
Mclugin's Oilers, insinaged' by
Ghia Jeffrey, jumped into a 3-0
first inning lead and were never
The Oilers scored 4 in
headed
the second, failed to tally in the
third, chased over 2 moie in the
fourth. went on a spree to amass
a total t 12 runs in the fifth
off with 4 in the sixth. ,andes In'
man and Bynurn eacli scored twice
in the fifth. Oakley and Bynum
formed the Oileita battery.
The Bluebirds, at bat 31 times,
collected 7 ijeores with 6 hits Furgerson had a perfect night at bat
hitting for two- singles and a circuit blow. Sleeper. Stokes and
Barnett each hit for a single.
The Bluebirds scored 2 in the second, 2 in the fourth, 1 in the fifth
and 2 in the sixth. Battery for the
Lampkins, Calhoun. Ferguson and Harrold.

*1* ..

W. C. Robinson. for 43 years a
resident of- Dexter, announces this
week his candidacy for the office
of Magistrate of Wadesboro District Number 6. .
Mr.. Robinson is a farmer and
is also a _ representative of the
W.O.W. insurance company.
He has, served as Magistrate fur
the past four years.

Last Rites For
James B. Snow
Held Monday
'Jam o Blaine Snow, formerly of
Calloway county but for the past
year as resident of St. Louis, Mo.,
died at his home in that city on
Mr.
Saturday. June 15. at 1 p.m
was 63 years of age hod
in failing health for several
ee
beenmonths,
The body was returned to Murray where funeral and burial services were conducted at Wtkins
Cemetery on Monday with Bro.
Paul E. Poyner in charge o the
last rites.
Mr Snow ist survived by hisl
wife and one son Pfc. James B.
Snow, Jr in -die armed services
stationed at Los Vegas, Nee; two
grandchildren and four brothers,

-
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Seventeen• Report
For Induction

to Stalag A. where he stayed until
April 29. The treatment was wor:
here, but on April 29, 1945, the pr
eners were liberated by mem&
of the Third Army,
Lieutenant Stewart graduated
from Murray State College in 1941
with a major in social science.
In reference to home. Stewart
said. "It's just like I wanted it to
When I left, people didn't
be.
seem to know there was a war going on. But I can see a chant'
since I've been back. The folks
home are making their own sac,
(ices and are fully conscious of IF
war."

V.,.

WATCH

•

•
'Pvt. Joe Rob Beale, a German
prisoner since August..20. 1944,' arrived Saturday. June 16, to see his
16
beano daughter. Peggy Jo,
months, for the first time. • Peggy
Mother; the former
Jo, and her
Miss Maxine Lernpkins, have been
living in Almo.
Pvt. Beale entered the Infantry
in January. 1943. and was sent
overseas in the same year. He
went into action at Anzio beachhead, and afought till the fall of
*Rome in June, 1944.
Then Beale landed in the inFrance on
%aortal of Southern
August 15 and was captured by the
Pet.
Clerenans five days later.
Beak was driving a jeep op reconnaissance with three other soldiers 20 miles in front of the Infantry When they were cut off.
Three German tanks and a company of enemy soldiers captured
two of them and probably killed
prisoned at Camp Stalag Left 3. Cie other two.
At this camp the militaristic Ger- _ Pvt. Beale was taken to Stahl
maw respected Uts Allied aticers 414.1himir Lasaburg. Germany and
and an education program was set later moved to TA near Mooseup. offering such courses as his- blear. He saw no friends during
tory, languages, aircraft engineer- his imprisonment. Beale worked
ing, and others. Prisoners built a on a farm with 13 other prisoners
theater where films, furnished by much of the time The prisoners
the YMCA, were shown and plays worked in very cold weather with
enacted by the prisoners. There only the clothes they wore when
was a censored camp paper and captured. The food was fair and
loud speaker, and a recreation pro- the werk was similar to that .on a
Shortly before they
gram was established consisting of farm here.
softball. basketball, chess, and were liberated. Beak and other
bridge_ The officers did not have to prisoners were moved to the footwork and they were punished only hills of the Alps. :Thee walked
by reduced rations and solitary con- the 100 miles in three days. Memfinement. Lieutenant Stewart said bers of the 13th Armored Divsion
that the food was fair, but that liberated them.
'his was due to the excellent work
On hal visit ,to this office. Pvt.
the Red Cross.
Beale wore two battle stars. the
He was moved from this camp Good Conduct MedaL and the EurJanuary 27. 1945; marched 56 opean Theater of War ribbon.
Pvt. Beale is the son of Mr. and
miles, and then put in boxcars ,50
to a can ,and carried seven days Mrs. Pat Beale of Almo.

Vol.
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—
MRS WALLIS" HOSTESS
i dre,, ei .v.-iiiie silk Jersey and a i Va. It Finney of Murray He is a ,
Those attending the cerembny met at the home of Mrs. William 1
TO 'ARTS AND CRAFTS
i shoulder tip Yea. „ Her flowers I. graduate of...Murray High school
Were Miss Dorothy Nell Trevathan Purdorn on Tuesday. June 19. with
'
hid& and she carried a 1 and attepcled Murray College He '
I
and Pvt. I.Aiyd Elbert Boyd. The Mrs. Solon Higgins and Mrs. Finis
.
Mrs aaLe
Wallis,entertained the; livere
se
yeaete (Ir
.
satin aaa.ersaf prayer an,* , is a graduate of Massactunetts Inbride wore valaate crepe with light Outland as co-hostesses.
Jane
Tbaralay.
U
'Crafts
elub June IL;
a da'•,- . ad
blue accessories and a corsage of
ia.tada- The —'oraly itteridan1 N9.91 1
The regular business session was
(-a pple • same • was el
. m,
Magazine Club will meet .a :
The
foi
sl rtustoCriefmrtsc
ont
:
hhn tv.
6°-ith tH
he hNaastib"n
onat
rose buds The bridesmaid wore observed after which Mrs. E. A.
1_,,,,...a.., , ears:' paay Keys was Mrs. Lee Kener of Coldwatar.
hi
e
e of Mrs F A Tu -It .1!
Defense
.1
Research
Committee
in
.
blue
'
navy
with white acceahries Tucker offered the opening prayer
' '.
aie......a ame_presideaa mr, Elbert Mivh. sister of the groat&
Cambridge. Mass and Baltimore South Ninth street. with Mrs E. P.
• Mrs. . Caeni is a graduate of and talked on Christian Eduee' Phillips as.host
The groom was attended b:r hit MO They will •
seceetare-treasurel.
•'
reside in Washing—
Murray Tr-inning School and is tIon.
Whir. Hite of Thar it
ton. D C said he will be -with tit I
. Twenty-came raereeasra were area, brother
1 The ia,san
Elusiness and Profeasional wolking in the dietitian's office of
tha aon -of Mr Naval Research
The
Refreshments were served to the
Jennings
J
,
Mrinaiuding.
• ent
0
Laboratories
Women will meet at Collegiate Murray State College.
' • ard Mr, W II late of Mayflp.
15 members. prescnt.
•
.
and Mrs ola Denham: who hail
Mr_ Cavitt is a graduate of Mut-been avaiy for several meetings,
CARMAN-faULL WEDDING
ray Training School and at peesVisatara 'preeent included. MsaVOWS SAID JUNE 14
Beach. Va. :old
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' snt is atending Murray State Col-'
I T W PARKER HAYS
dames William Purdom. Claud rar- :
Mr. and Mra. Armlet Cat-man an- a
I
m,a....aesari guvraa.v
tees and also working for the
•
mer. Marvih Fulton. Pit 'Wralli, ' ".°1 ''
l rel
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'
ve6 4nd
. friends h`.. 'ounce the marriage o
their ..---'-'-- --ave..saey Kerma., . aaaite: aal..ala _ 1 a le re:art:mg to .jaeareat. . . .
Illonerbig Lt. William Parker' Ryan Milk Company.
.Continued from Page
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Mr' /CAA is employed at the .daughter. Mary Clark. to Mfr.
'
- Hays.
has been a Germana They will make their home at.
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•
ot.ar
alai ma.,. ,L. Hull.•.on . Thursday. June 14. partanerwho
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The double ring eerentonY ivas who arrived in Murray Saturday
Hite is employed in in,. offices of
provided by YMCA and the Red
• he Caen- rat Maters Corp Detre. read by Rev. A. J. Russell at the marnin to visit with relatives the ' MRS
Cross. His food that consisted of
KINS WEDDING
LASSITER -MITE NUPTIA S
home if the. blades perents on selose relatives spent the
soup. potatoes and bread was supAKEN FRIDAY
day at , VO
adi alai Mrs Nathan Lassiter et WILLIAM JETTO-N FINNEY' TO K.it Maan street in the presence the home of H. E. McCallon.
I A marriage of much interest to plemented by the Red Cross diets.
4 the !amity and intimate' friends_
Murra;% Ky. anneunss toe ro.,r- WED MISS BARBARA ADAMS
LC Parker was wounded over i friends in this county was that of He lost about 30 pounds while
—FlIfIriaffirTfic ceremony a bull Belgium May 11, 1945.
nage 1-4 t-heir claw:lee: Martha
ata
Th7Prelii-Tiz
when hi- Miss Edna Jane Myers and Graves there.
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fet dinner was ser
ta Mr. Th.Wflas Hite. at a been received here:
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solemn.
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1 crashed. He was a bomber- Dale La-rnpkins which
When the Russians got too near
double ring ceremony 'in St Bene- Mr and Mrs John Wyman Miller • Mrs. Hull. a graduate of Murray
! ized at Benton Friday afternoon, the men -.were marthed to Stalag
.
dict? Church. Detroit. on June 12 Bunker request tip honour of your State College. is Home Demanstra.
June
The
Reverend
15".
Skinner,
Those present at the family '
meeting were: Mr and Mrs. For- pastor of the Baptist church. said
The bride were a 'street length presence at the marriage of their bon Agent in Harrison. Ark
daughter
Mr. aiulLis the son of Mrs. Chas. ter Hays and their children. Vir. the ceremony in the presence of
--Berbers Mama -.
Muller of-Branson. Mo. and is as- _ginia. Catherine. and Bob; Mrea ammeallateamenahelas_c4 -alteafamily
ti
sistant manager of the Seville Ho- C. E. Hays. Lt, William Parker , and a few close friends.
Mr Witham Jettor. Finnaa
tel of Harrison. He served four Hays Miss Elizabeth. Hays... Mr.1 The bride is the daughter of
..n Saturday.: the twentaanirci
years in the Marines. 4
and Mrs. Ban Canter. Mr. 'iria ; Sheriff Walker Myers and Mrs.
of June
•
Aftera—is brier .,hneymoun in Mrs _ Hays McCallcm and son. l Myers. Benton, and is 'a graduate
. at four tactualk.
, _
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Cembridge. Massachilseits
•
children. Clifton: Glen Dale. Joe the MurraY-Ben." Highway.
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Mr. Lampkins graduated froin
Pat. and Wade Lam. Mr and Mrs I
• ri - Bunker
ef. the graduate MEETING .WEDNESDAY
Training Schou!
and
Hoyt McCallen and children. Reba . Murray
of Massachusetts Institute
The Mt. Hebron W.S C S. met at Fay. Rob. and Eva Mae: Mr.- aaetudted tine year in Murray State
7 Technology
She is a graduate the church Wednesday afternoon. Ralph McCallon and son. Larry ' College.
,
.
: Smith College.
wae-asDale. Mra and Mrs. 11 -W McCat- a Mr- f'm-Pkins 4s- "attkeePer—ait
William Jetaen .Finney is -the wn
I the Farmers' Tractor end' ImpleSong.
Jesus Came Into Ion.
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cri ptu re readina. - Lt. Mars is, he son of Mrs Rutaa ment Company- -Mr. and Mrs.
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—
'Ness Evelyn Doorea. Haas. Friendship.
and tha Lernpkins reside on 'Elm Street.
,
Doores: Should grandson of the late Elena Hay-,
•ta taeici Su era. Miss Lou Smith, chief ef police here for a num.- BUTTERWORq3
-hleMILLEN
'
When. You Pray. Mrs. Brooks of years. He was in Moosebura WEDDING A.
uNCED
Mr.
, arid MI
Osro -Butterworth
laa,rss. poem. Through Prayer. Germany in prison camp Lufta2Murray. announce the
Mn Joi.n
Wataara Bibre study. waffe Ne 3, when liverated. aa- of Mabee.
martaage cif their elder -daughter
Sanaael 17..chapter. by Mrs. B. cardin g to. reports.
.
,•'Lyda- Sue. to William Walker McF Guthrie •
' WE HAVE IT — WI WILL GET IT
Millen, only son of Mr.. and Mn,
• Visitaaa weee afts Ecelsa Bill- LEELKeSSITER NUPTIALS
— OR IT CANT DE HAD
Jim McMillen cit 410 North Fourth
meter: _and sin. Detroit. -Micb.. ANNOUNCED
- - - - —
4.
Mas7—Laician Guthici, _Charlotte,
A wedding of much interest •
The ceremony was soleinnized.
N. .0 -Misses Evelyn Doores. Nate' their many friends was that
cy Strata ..r.1 Jackie Watson. Mrs.. Miss Ethel Lee. daughter.of Mr at 6 o'clock Friday afternoon. June
Billlagton e-ked• ti- be. made :1 and Mr' Frank Lee. Route 6. 8- by Rev. Huron Richerson at
mb.r of the ,,.city
Murray. to Mr Richard T I Asei- his home. Th.. bride wore a white
Those answering rail call Were: ter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jabie street leneth dress with white
accessalreaand a corsage of white
-. - B. F. Guthrie. Miss Lou Lassiter. Ratite 2. ilittirray.
• Real Estate and Insurance •Rentals and Sale
'
- rth. Mrs.-Mary Hendrick. Mrs..
The wedding was solemnized by- carnatinns.
'The only -attendants were Miss
Mrs.' Newel Door. s. Judge W. H _Crowder. Jr.. o
We're Insi.ring B9th Farm and
Property
Brooks Dooresa Mrs. Noble Mayfield. on Saturday afternotan Anna Fay Miller. (-main of the
bricka and Bradley Miller.
.1rs_--CaLiaid Smith. Mrs. E June 9.. at 3700 o'clock, in the
494-J Office
Telephones
494-R Resident
.
, SrTaaTh. 'Mrs. -Heine Wats.al ence of Set „and Mra Rafe Brooke
.• .1 he B Watsr•
blias Anna Dilday and Albert Ragas- I OFFICERS CLUB OF WOODMAN
CIRCLE MEETS TUESDAY
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/la 4M..1111111. AMP.
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The Officers Club of the Woodtwo-piece aueet thee- with match- .
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ins accesenriesa Mass Dllday wore
'
1
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Att
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"
e¢tuilnariNble‘da
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y's j
ruenuea light blue street dress with patent accessories. Their .wore cor- tine delightful refreshments were
There will be Student Training at Murray each Satsages of pink carriatiens and baby served by -the hesteas.
urchsy: and Sunday of each week
Hours 10 a m to
breolh.
meeting of
7 p.m.... If the number of students demand it, classes
—111fr Lassiter, is a wcsisiwaral
The regular ---"
will be offered on other days of the week.
veteran having been honarallay Woodmen, Circle met at the Crub
ducharged with a rating. of "Ex- etiouse en June 14,at fl '(clock.
Each Student is given INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION
cells-tit- in both army efficiency
and character after having served CENTRAL CIRCLE OF W.S_C.S
for Mare than Iwo years with the MEETS WITH MRS PliRDOM
Lessens are $4.50 each. A student must have
hours flying to re-41Tie - Central Os -l-•he WSCS
95th., Victory Division.
At the•present time they win
ceive a pilots license. After 8 hours flying, one can solo.
be at home to their many friends
"STANDARD"
•
witla tne gruorn'.s parents.
Reliable government approved planes, licensed by CAA and in A-1
20 per cent
ccndition. Instructors are men of wide experience and all former army
LAYING
MASH
-CAVITT WEDDING
flying instructors.
I ANCaNCED
t.uarantred to produce as many
Mr
litr5 Gus 1...amb au.or more high quality eggs as any
,•arice.4 the marrlaalP - of their
other teed on the market,
retJrdie•
of price. Try a hag—
dauehter Margarete. to John B
Carel, son of Mr and Mrs Witbairn Caaitt on Thursday. June 7..
et 6 o'clock by the Rev. Buren
Telephone 101 110 North 3rd NT
Raheraon. Both bride and 'groom
WI DFII.1%TR
are of Sturrity•and knowr. throughLOCATED ON FRED BARBER'S FARM ON HAZEL HIGHWAY
out 1110 county
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7A evhere they. were liberated by 1
Lt. Hays was
General Patton.
taking a shower, tne irsi in two.
months, when the'good news came.
His first thought was "How long
will it be until I can go home?"
He ahd his fellow prisoners were
flown to a center where they were
fed- and given medical attention.
new clothes: and made ready for

:.:CALLOWAY
SOLDIERS

d.

the- trip by boat home.
He reported to a camp in St.
Louis for his furlough home that
will last for 60 days. Before going into the service he was enia
plyed with a' wholesale drygoods
He wears
house in Memphis.
the Air _Medal, the Purple Heart.
European Theater of Operations
ribbon and sane battle star.

NOTICE
Western Electric Hearing Aids
Sales and Service
Irvin Cobb Hotel, Paducah
Hours 10 - 5

SATURDAY,JUNE 23
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MAKE

ICE CREAM
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1011D0i1DERRY
4431„PZ.fR

GHOLSON'S'AGENCY

.

MURRAY FLYING SERVICE

f4
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gib

• MURRAY FLYING SERVICE

ROSS FEED CO.

H. T. SHEFFEY at the Air Field SATURDAY cr SUNDAY, or write

'
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11111)'
a'arara

him at Box 626. Paducah. Kentucky
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SHOP
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KOOLMIST

GOOD BOOKS

N, a sheer linen like
\
rayon

For Surnmrr Reading
Your Best Companions

\
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IN ORIGINAL
DESIGNS BY

ciscizmi4
4u.nit tun%

For information

cltasmielly•

For enjoyment

iyikurrt mct..• Zkus..•
h.

'For relaxation
tor.encouragelnefi

doltoii4
cittck

Ccnverse with men and women v.ho have fron, experiences of their
own penned lines for your benefit

-

Fiction

:

Non

• TEEN AGERS
Fiction

:

GROWN-UPS.

Biographies
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•
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Lkeurfq arra TM.
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nalLyni
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Buy a g3od book for each member of the family
• THE TINY TOTS

1 k013.

Histories

LENDING LIBRARY

Murray Nursery and Florist

v

Skacks Scott's

MURRAY FASHION SHOPPE

THE FASHION SHOP FOR WOMEN"
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Jane Sexton, singing; Miss Jane ter %kith Mrs, Noel Melugin at
Louis, Mo., have returned home! of Calloway. Murray and Paducah, and Mrs. J. W. Erwin, Mrs. Har- Linn.
Fair- 1
.Gene
and
Ford
Sue
Paschall.
Miss
dramatics; W. B. Meeer, na- once. Campers Will need to bring
Junes,
Janette
Miss
Ellis,
vey
and
Mrs. William R. Furches
after a visit with Mrs. Hubbs'
spent .last weekture; Mrs. Attie Dorman. badge bathing suit. cap and towel,.comb,
i.father Aldun Michaux of
the children, are visiting in California.
Lt. imd Mrs. Vyron Mitchell and 61.1d of Padireah
guests in Mur- sod with Mr. and' Mrs. Norman
Mrs. Vester Orr is recovettng connty and Mr. Hubbs' sister, Mrs.
work; Ed Fenton, Sohn Mack Car- drinking cup, knife, lunch, and
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Phillips son of Paris were
from a recent illness that kept her Shirley Greenfield and brother and daughters Ann and Carol of ray Monday. Mrs. Mitchell is. the Klapp.
ter, Miss Martha B. Hood, Miss notebook and pencil.
sevA- Girl Scout day-camp will ltie Ann Macj...ean. and Mrs. Sarah
Mrs. Eddie Trestatharr-a-native of
Colley Hubbs andshis grandmother Jackson, Tenn., are guests of Mrs. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
a patient in a local hospital
,
eral days.
Mrs. Louisa Colley all of this Phillips'. mother Mrs. Nolan Jet- Williams. and Lt. Mitchell has just thii•tecoonty.but now it resident of held at the Murray -tity Park 'on French. swimming Instructors.
many -- months of Mayfield, who suffered ah aeirt;s at- June 25-29.. This is the second
James Overby is visiting his pa county.
ton of Twelfth street. Mr. Phil- returned from
All girls interested should regisvick of neuritis over 'a week ago, is year for the camp, and Girl Scouts,
rents Mr. and 111rs. John Overby,
Mrs. F. L. Logan and son Rob- lips, formerly of Murray, is with foreign service.
are
innon-Scouts
and
Brownies,
•
on
working
improving.
is
Almo. Mr. Overby
ert Lee and granddaughter, Carol the Colonial Bread Co.
Dr. and Mrs. James C. Hart ore
his Ph. D. degree at Coluinbla Jean, daughter of Gpl. Fred L. LoMrs. Guy Gardner and grand- vited.
Mrs. Preston Guest and daugh- in Boston to attend the wedding
finishing
The girls will. meet at the Mur1.1rilversity, N. Y., after
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
gan of Newton, Kans.:"5-te. visiting ter, Prestine, arrived Wednesday oCher brother. William Jetton Fin- daurliter.-Nancy Louise, of Knoxlaw school there last •February.'
the parents of Mrs. Logan. MI-. and morning for a visit with their ney and Miss Barbara Adams Buo- ville; have been visiting in Murray ray City Pool ciach morning at 10
They will also visit nr. and with 51r. Gardners parents, o'clock. After swimming, the city
Mr. and Mrs. N. 0. Hubbs of St Mrs. J. B. Boyd and other relatives mother and grandmother, Mrs. Em- ker.
met Henry of Route 3.'"They ex- Hart's sister, 'Mrs. Bob Mahn, tuia Mn-and Mrs. Eddie Trevathan, of bus will carry the campiTAnd the
Mayfield. Mrs. Gardner will re- unit leaders to the park where the
pect to be here for about six her husband' in Athen, 0.
On Cash and Carry on
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Gobel Wilson, De- tiun to Knoxville next week, and program will take place.
both Laundry and
will
Cleavt*r,
for
homeIris
The unit leaders are Miss
Lt. ij.g.1 0. C. Wells is
troit, have been visiting relatfvea her niece. Miss Joan
Cleaning
Key. Miss 'Talese Whiteside, Miss
30 days from the. Carribean area in the county. Her sisters are Mrs. alcompany her. •
Myra Bagwell, Miss Elizabeth Fa'y
visiting his parents. Dr. and Mrs. Pearl Jones, Mrs. Ivan Guthrie,
-a
I.Tp
urch,--Mfs. lerry 'Hurt Dunn,
ri—JOIles; Tiifj
0. C. WITS. ITO-WiTrrepOrf -to rew and Mrs. J. Robe
I'Ll
Miss Carolyn Vaughn, Mrs. Eunice
brothers are Camillus' and
Orleans for a new assignment.
0/11W11WWWMEINIWIMIne
Overbey, and Miss Neva Gray
...Lt. Fred Milton Wells will ar- Erwin. Mrs. Norton Fostitr.7.-vis a
Mrs. R. L. Turnbow, of Memphis. Langton.
V-E Day, signalling Victory over tyranny and insecurity
rive tomorrow to spend the week- sister of Mr. Wilson.
in Hazel . Special workers are -Miss Mary
end'. He is stationed at Tallain Europe, has come. V-I Day is coming. But what of your
PHONE 205
Mr. and Mis. Owen Barber of Tenn.,. spent the week-end
WEST SOUTH ST.
0. B. E Russell. arts and crafts; Miss
hasse, Fla.
personal V-Day- when you will have achieved financial
•1'
Clay, Ky., were in Murray the the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Turnbow.
Mrs. Harry Wright Chicago.- As pas wt., evict.
security for your old age and your family's protection?
visiting Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells...
Mrs. Pauline White and little
L. F. Ratterree and mother of
of
You can achieve that security by selecting the type
of Murray. were Do
Mr. and Mrs. Will Rowland had
Detroit are visiting in the county daughter, Jackie,
DENTIST
Woodmen insurance protection that best meets your
as their. Issiests Sunda!, their four having been called here by the i.uests of their aunt, Mrs. Lela WilRock, Slide or Slip?
sons and families and Mrs. Allen death of Mr. Ratterree's uncle: J. ,on. Sunday.
n:seds—Ordinary Life, a 1013-30 Year Payment Plan,
FASTEETH, an improved powder to
Rains and D. P. Farris. Mr. Row- B. Snow.
Endowment, or Planned Protecticn Certificate. For boys,
Ms. Ratterree is to, Will Frank Steely, of Texas, is be sprinkled on upper or lower plates,
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
land enjoyed-Father's-Day and re- defense work in Detroit.
bolds false teeth more firmly in place
from birth to 16 years, there are also the Eiuca ional
isiiing with his parents.
No
or
gummy,
slip
rock
not
Do
slide,
gifts.
maqy
ceived
Next to J. C. Penny Company
Endowment and Success Builder Certificates.
Me.' and Mrs. W. E. Prieskorn
Mrs. Collie Russell of Wayne, gooey. pasty taste or feeling. FAS•
Mrs. George Hart and Mrs. John of Wayne, fetich., left today for
TEETH Is alkaline (non-adid) Doe, not
sisher
-Mich., is in Hazel visjting
sour. Checks -plate odor- (denture
T. Irvan are in Louisville this their home after a few days Visit
You can build your Woodmen insurance protection as
ter, Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford, and breath). Get FASTEETH at any drug
store.
week. Mrs. Hart, a member of the with Mrs. Will Barnett, Mrs. B.
best suits you—with one payment, or by annual, semifamily.
board of directors of the Demo- Taylor, Mrs. Orr of Hazel, Mrs.
aTinual, quarterly, or easy monthly payments.
of
Orlie. Curd
Mrs.
and
Mr.
cratic State Central Committee,. Chas. Bruce of Mayfield. Mrs.
Charleston, Wesa Va., arrived Sunattended a meeting in state Demo- Prieskorn was the former Mitts
day to spend their vacation visitLes the local Woodmen representative hetp you plan for
cratic headquarters in The Seel- Eron
ing their Parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
' your 4'.Day over financial irises laity. Let hint tell you,
bach Hotel Wednesday. Mrs. Irvan
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Wilford Cord, and family.
••
goo, about the "plus" haternigi and social benefits you also
visit.
and
shop
will
and daughter LoisAta Fay of
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hill of Dewill receire as a member of the Woodmen Societs.
sisher
visited
WS. 0. L. Broach
Akron, 0.. are guests of Mrs. Wil- troit, have moved here to the
ter, Mrs. W. V. Gingles- the past ford's fathor Crossland
home.
week end.
and Mrs. Overbey.
Orville Jenkins is confined to his
Miss Lowell Gingles is an operaMiss Mary Jacqueline Wear is roorp with illness.
tive patient-in St. Joseph Hospital, visitin,s. Miss Rose Marie Perdue,
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Patterson are
Louisville.
Paducah. this week. • .
the parents of a son born June 18
Sgt. and Mrs. Paul Woods of
Mrs. George. Hobert ‘Vaison of
at the Keys-Houston Clinic. He
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
Lockbourne Air Base, Columbus. Washington, D. C. is the guest
has been named Jimmie Don
ASSETS OVEN 1143.000 000
Mrs.
and
Cpl.
.of
Melas
and
guests
Mrs.
Mr.
were
her
of
parents
Ohio.
• TYPEWRITER DESKS, all steel and wood
the
when
week
•••••
last
-James Clopton
• FLAT TOP DESKS, all steel and wood
ORDER OF RELFRENCE
J. B. Blalock., Murray, Ky., Telephone 14
• HEADQUARTERS FOR
two couples spent several days
• TABLES
•
5I
,
(',4j
Cars!
ClupUinStandard Parts for All
withMr.
Lmwson R. Sanders, Kirksey
-Arthur Hargisrriattertown
• CHAIRS, executive, steno, -and straight
tatiowSV" Clcuii
the
through
driven
had
They
0. B. Turnbow, Hazel
Olin Jeffrey, Murray
• STOOLS, all metal and wood
Smoky Mountains enroute from Lucille Bradley, Admrx., Plaintiff. I
B. I.. Ray
H. E. Wilson, Newberg
W. F. 31iner
Fred Pall, Lynn Grove.
VS. Order:OF Reference...
• COSTUMERS
Columbus.
1111..s._.- Falwell, Brandon
W. C. Robinson, Dexter
• STEEL CARD FILES
Telephone 16
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis had Heirs and Creditors of Boyd Bradley, Defendants.
4C..•••••••
• TRANSFER FILES
as their guests Friday night Mr.
It is ordered that this cause be
• POSTING TRAYS
Am....••••••••.••.
•
•
•
•
••
referred to-George- Hari. Master
•..••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
• METAL COUNTER TOPS, linoleum covered
Commissioner-of this court, to take
FLOURESCENT DESK LAMPS, new
•
proof of claims against the esta',
• NEW DUPLICATING MACHINES
of Boyd Bradley. deceased, and all
• USED TYPEWRITERS
persons holding clairris against said
INSURANCE AGENTS
estate will present their . claims
duly proven before said CommisCasualty
FIRE
Automobile
rower ones before August I, l94:',
or be finever barred from colic,'
ing- same in any mariner throtic'
Gatlin Building
Telephone 331
this suit,
et
Kentucky
Murray,
Witness my hand as Clerk ,
said Court, this June 11. 1945.
•
Murray, Ky.
Otis Loving. Clerk of . Calloway
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
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Day-Camp Held
For Girl Scouts

• LOCALS

I

e

BOONE'S

Save 10 to 20%

Is Your Own
V-Day Assured?

10 - 5

1

HAZEL NEWS'

Back the Attack
By Buying
War Bonds!

'

DR. C. C. KEMPER

FALSE TEETH

Office Furniture
NEW AND USED

WOODMEN

WORLD

We have a large stock of new and used Office Furniture
consisting of

Life Insurance Society

Murray Auto Parts

1

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON

Custom Grinding
and Mixing
•
in the
bay
Every
Week
•
Ross Feed Co.

I

Kirk A. Pool & Co.

Phone 60

Murray, Ky.

1

•

An Archery Book
With Every Set

cot
..35e
SciTolticv.°19L.,rte,-,,sos6pct.•• • ••
Effr

"
.:„.._...„)...„...,..`3.....9ei toe
'etc,`"ecroF;;J:::..,09..:.E
•
104.4 Se

Eight-Piece

Archery Set
1.95

Portable.
Folding

Includes five-foot lemonwood bow and four cedar
arrows.

Perfectly Balanced

Approved by
U. B. Lawn
Tennis Association. Accurately inflated.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111

House Paint
Stays

White

$3.25 per gallon

WITH THIS

a hurry. It's all-steel
Here's the grill that can serve up sizzling hamburgers in
to carry because it
Easy
too.
spit,
turning
a
Has
constructed.
strongly
and very
cook.
the
for
even
folds compactly. Makes picnicking a pleasure

Fine Quality

INSECTICIDES
BORDEAUX MIXTURE
—A fungicide, 1 lb.

354.

LEAD ARSENATE—A
favorite insecticide, 1 lb. . . 3540

Laundry Baskets

ANT-X-JELL'f—One drop
kills whole colonies

—SPECIAL
'LOTHES PINS. . . Clasp Style

Light Fixtures

restone
SPARK

CHILDREN'S TOYS

Only

Longer

345c

RED ARROW GARDEN
SPRAY—For sucking
.
insects, 4-os

1.00

'MI-00EN ROSE SPRAY
—Fungicide, insecticide
and plant stimulant

149

FREE LIGHT BULBS
WITH. ALL LIGHT FIXTURES

Before They

A

Get You.

Penn Sentinel
Motor Oil
S1.69
S3.98

2 gallons
5 gallons

VIGORO
GARDEN TOOLS

Garden!

Firestone Rome & Auto Supplies

EAST SIDE SQUARE
Phone 135
Murray, Ky.
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COPY FADED
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PLUG
SPECIAL
ANY CAR

Get the Bugs

Flourescent Desk Lamps

%
10
AS MUCH
AS

tTi

cc ,te

PICNIC
GRILL
6.441

TINIS1011*

Illesemplonship

Tennis
Balls
3 for 1.39

„

INCREAS E
MILEAGE

COMPLETE

We We&
• REMOVE
PLUGS
•CLEAN THEM
• SET GAPS
FOR
EFFICIENT
SPARK
There Is No Rotionlog
of Service
at ...

rorestione
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
HARM CIRCUIT METHODIST

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
L. V. Henson, Pastor

cutlica
A. G. Ckilders, Pastor

ammo
mt HR.111 t tit Itt 11 01 4. HEIST
Sixth and Maple street&
Harold Watson. Minister

FIRST BAPTIST till Itt II
Braxton B. Sawyer. Pastor
Misa Podie Small. Secretary
Phone 75

I

101UNG

I

Preaching twice each montla, on
first and third Sundays, at 11:00
a M.
Sunday School every Sunday at
10.00 a m. L. D. Miller, superintendent.

Senday School. 10:00 a.m. James
H. Foster. superintendent.
Preaching by the pastor. Second
and Fourth Sundays at 11:00 a.m.
and Fourth Sunday evening at
0:00 lern.
Preaching and business meeting,
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCII Saturday before Second Sunday
at 3:00 p.m.
-Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
You and your friends are always
•
----%
welcome. Come and bring them.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
10:00 a.m. College-Navy
Class
taught by Miss. Ella Weihing.
MURRAY CIRCUIT
1100 a.m. Worship Service
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
Sermon. "limiest 401.14tOn".
4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship First Suaday-Goshen 11 a.m.;
7:00 p.m. Open House in the
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
Manse.
Second Sunday-Martins Chapel
11 a.m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
Third SUnday-Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Goshen 3 p.m.
Boron Rieherson, Pastor
Fourth Sunday_Sulpher Spring
9:45 a.m.; New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
Preaching on first apd third SunMartins Chapel 3 p.m.
day at 11 a.m. and 8:30 p.m.
Fifth Sunday - Sulpher Springs
Sunday school every Sunday at
11 a.m. '
10 a.m. Robert Owen, superintendent.
Training Union every Sunday at ANNUAL MEMORIAL DAY TO
BE HtLD AT PALESTINE,
7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting every Saturday ChURCH SATURDAY. JUNE 50
night at 7:30.
•
The annual Memorial will be
'nbgSeved -el-PaleiliFte-ChUrert SatNORTH PLEASANT GROVE
urday, June 30. Preaching at 11
S. W. Johnson, Pastor
a.m. by the pastor. Rev. Henry
- Smith, and at 1 p.m. by Rev. Buren
Sunday School. 10 a.m. and Richerson, pastor of
Sugar Creek
Morning Worship 11 a.m. at City Baptist church. Park.
Everybody invited.
Session Meeting. 7:15 p.m.
H. W. Williams, Sec'y.
Christian' Endeavor. 7:45 p.m.
Night Service, 815 pm.
Sunday, June 9. we will have
our annual Sunday School and
Church Picine at the Murray City
Park. Bring your bask-et and-enFive young people attended the
joy Sunday 'School and church
services in the out Of doors. Vis- West Kentucky Young__ People's
week
itors are always welcome. In case Conference at Kuttawa
of rain, the outdoor services will from the Murray First Christian
Church.
be pus:ported 'until a later date.
The eonfervy's were Betty Shroeti
y iirs""larmer. Robert
Moser,
HAZEL CHUHCH OF CHRIST John
Mack Carter, and William
L. H. Pogue, Minister
Hopkins.
-Another group of peopteefromethe
Bible study each Lore's day at Disciple
Center at Murray worked
at the conftrencs cookse_e........1'
0.
..e.3-:-earh third Lord's day -e- moriiing at le ceclock and evening
The Arcadia Homemakers' Club
at 7:30 o'clock.
th Renton county has made 15
You are cordially invited to at- lampsha
des. any one of which. it
tend thei.e. em-vices next Lord's is said,
would d
redit to an exday.
clusive shop

Swath Pleasant Grove
Sunday Scholol at 10:30 a m. Harold Broach, superintendeet.
Worship Service at 11:30 am
first and third Sundays.
*wet Charch
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. Rev.
A. L. Platt, acting superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m.
secorve Sunday and at 8:00 p.m.
second and fourth Sundays.
Vouth Fellowship at 700 p.m.
•
Masons Chapel
' Sunday School at 10.30 am.
first, third and fourth Sundays
and at 2:00 p.m. second SuudeY.
Willie Craip, superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:30 a.m.
fourth Sunday and 3:003 p.m. second Sunday.

Bible study at 9:45 a.m.
Dewey Ragsdale. S. S. Supt.
Worship with communion at 10:50
ilonald Churchill, T., U. Director a.m. and 8.00 pin. Our series of
-Mrs. Eugeee Shipley. WMU Pres. gespel 6 meeunex e begin Sunday
•••
with M. Kurfees Pullias doing the
Morning
preaching and J. Lewis Doran in
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
charge of the song service. Plan
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
to attend.
We cordially invite
Evening
you to attend all services. WeekTraining Union 6:45 p.m.'day, hours of service are 3 00
weee
--Vitoeskisp-840 -pert
Prayer Meeting. Wednesday. 8:00
ALMO CIRCUIT
p.m.
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
L. R. Putnam, Pastor
CHURCH
M M. Hampton. pastor
PEOPLE TO HAVE
Worship Services:
CHARGE OF SERVICE
First Sunday-Temple Hill SunOn Sunday. June 24, at the First 10.00 am Sunday School. Sylves- day School 10:00
o'clock each Sunter Paschall. superintendent.
Christian
Church. • the
Young
day; church services 11:00 and InPeople who have just returned 11 00 am Preaching Service
dependence 2:45.
orn camp Will have charge of the 8:00 p.m B.T.U. L. D. Warren.
Second Sunday-Russells Chapel,
director.
11 o'clock eervi•ce
Sunday School 230 p.m. each SunEvery member IS urged to be 9.00 p.m. Preaching Service
day; church .eervicest, 11:09 amt.
-Terryone eottially tflvi1e 'to
Tt'clee-irrlird
Third Sunday 'Brooks Chapel.
Orli, have to say abut the : influ- attend all services.
IundaY School 1015 each Sunday;
epee of these church camps.
church services 11 am.
The new 11...tur of tb,is church
Fourth. Sunday-Temple Hill.
St Leo's Catholta Chart/
iU be here liar the July I ser7
Church services 11:00 a.m. Bethel
North Twelfth Street
/Rees.
--Sunday School 11:00 each SunServices are held each Sunday day, and church services 2:45 p.m.
es follows
-"MST METHODIST CHURCH
Firet, third, and fifth Sundays
KIRKSTY CIRCUIT
T. H. Mullins. Jr., Minister
Rev. H. P. Blankenship, Pastor
at 10 o'clock; second and fourth
Sundays at I o'clock.
-9:45 am Sunday School
Worship Services:
111:50 am
Morning Worship a,
First Sunday, Kirksey, at 11:00
1:30 p.m. Meth..eiet yawn Eel.
luau. &SMUT CHURCH
aene Cole's Caunp Ground, 3 p.m.
lowship
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
and Mt. Hebron at 8:15.
1:30 p.m -Evening Worship
Second Sunday: Coldwater, at
pm. Wednesday. Prayer
Sunday School 10.00 am. each
11 00 am. and Mt Carmel at 8.15
• Meeting
Sunday. Sunday School Superinp.rn•
76:30 p m Sunday. College Vespers tendent, Paul Dailey.
Third Sunday: Mt. Hebron, at
Sunday school classes for ell
Morning Worship at 11 am. 011
LLIXI-assu..aosi-Kuksey at 8:15 p otc
*nes devoted to the study of the second and fourth
Sundays* eecti
Fourth Sunday: Mt. Carmel at
De not SEND your children month.
11.00 am; Cole's Camp Ground,
hi Sunday sch,.- .A. BRING them
Evening Seivice at 7:43 on sec3 pm ; and Coldwater at 8.15 pin.
ond suid. fourth-Sunday&
-. ruth Sunday: Cole's Camp
linfolflAL - BAPTIST CHURCH
Training Unions each Sundae' etv
Ground at 11 a.m.
I W Roger.. Pastor
6:30 p.m. Layman White, director.
Gee.. R.A
meets on TIM
GROVE BAPTIST (Arms=
•
Sunday
Wednesday following second and
L. T. Daniel, Pastor
.9.30 a.m...-Sunday School
foUrth Sundays
10:45 am.-Sermon by the Pastor
Sunday School. 1000 am. Har100 p m,-Pestoes -Sunday Night
. HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
din Morris, superintendent .
Bible Class
T. G. Shelton. 'safer
Morntng Worship. 11:00 am.
7.30 p.m—Group Meetiegs
Training Union,. 7:00 pm. J. J.
8.00 p.m.-Sermon by the Pastor
Sunday School 10 am., Homer Roberts, director.
Tuesday
Lassiter. superintendent
Evening Worship, 8.00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.-W M S at the Church
Preaching service 11 am.
Mid-week prayer service at 730
Wednesday
B.T.0 6:45 pert.
p.m. Wednesday.
LOD p rn.-Mid-Week Prayer SerPreaching service 7,45 p.m.
WA!1.1, meets each second an
vice and Bible.Study
Special music by the Murray fourth
Wednesday.
9:00 p m.-Teaohers and Officers Quartet
at the evening service.
R A, G A., and Y.W.A. meet
Meet,''g
A cordial welcome to all.
Wednesday night

THURSDAY, JUNE 21, 1945

--OAK GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
J. H. Thurnsim. Pastor

Five Conferees
Attend Kuttawa

JAMilP and HONEY

Workfare Comedy Team of

Grand Ole Opry

PURINA S

• FOR WHAT YOU
NEED TO RAISE
POULTRY AND
LIVESTOCK RIGHT

4se

de Pace

•
During the years 1917 arid 1918 several millions of us, then
young Americans, rendered the best service we could in fighting a war
dedicated .to the proposition of making the world, and " especially
America, safe for Democracy. We believed in it then, and still
believe in it. Many more millions of the, present generation of "young
Americans" are fighting now a great war in support of the same ideals,
and we believe in those ideals and in the ability and courage of our
young men to accomplish in a greater measure the fulfillment of those
idea is.

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR PULLET GROWING
NEED

Why I Am A
Christian Only
%hen men build hou.e. they are careful to
build them upon safe, sure and strong loandation• but men are not nearly
as (once-riled about their spiritual houses l'POtt %hat
are you building? Veil may say I am a(
hrs.lien even if I di, sear another name
I am
depending upon hrist to SASC me
If ( hrwt
is your foundation shy not .give him the r redit
for it? Paul declared: -Fee other foundation
tag no ini'n hay than that is laid which
Jo
( hrist
I (or. 3.11! I am a hristian
only bet ause there is no other foundation upon
shirt' I may safely build my spiritual house
I am not building upon Apollo+. Timothy John
the liapti•t or Luke
If Ts spiritual house
stands it sill be due to the fact that I built
upon the (hrist. lie alone is able to save.
His
name' alone should be sorn by those who
sonic! folios him An rdifi, e bum e• er imposing. (annul seath•r the storm and stress
of
time and eternity unless, it is built upon
Uhri•t
Jesus made that dear himself
M
hur, h built upon himself as the foundat
has the promise that "the
gates of hell shall
not pfe.‘4111 against it.- LVelf) plant planted
by
h••••en sill stand but be plaurily sass.
..fArrrY
plant shieh ms heavenly FaSher_hathnot
planks shall tie rooted up." iMatt. 15.13.
ii -u• also L....tight that no other foundation ISIII
111111,..
Read Matt 7 ?I ".":
I steAr to, name but ( heists because
1 recei‘e •piritual life from no other Jesus(
hrist
said se have life through his name inn 30 11e
•
If to others I looked for life. then I should
%%CM' their ri•me• but if to Chris& alone I
look
for life and •aly•tion, thrn his BATe arid his
alone •hould at a orn

..IREABY TO LAY .C.gasiir- ar• the
• a

BIG'

MOST PROFITABLE
Cash in Ly gerttr. J your pullets in the nest
EARLY ... with growth and vigor for lasting egg production,
complete feed...

PURINA GROWENA

As I approach the Throne of Merry I dare
not come in my o•.n name, neither an, I privileged to come in the name of Paul John the
Baptist. peter. yr any other man There is a
name. however, which has pou gir brkore' the
ather. There is a name ' above •Very game.
not only in this uorld hut in that uhich is to
come
That is the name I sear That Is the
name in shich. J am told by (hrisll, if I telt
anything it sill he risen me. lino. 14:13)
hy should 1 sant to sear any other' Can
another name make me better? Will another
name onimend me to God a ith more fort e
And poser? Do I need Anything more than
the name of( hrist ran secure for me? 7 think
not.

RAISE YOUR OWN

MEAT

WORMtPIGS

i

USE.UPATO

-

20%,MORE4FEED !
Ire a fact that cm*
.
7.6%i
- .-:`---•
:
fete\
Pigtab can save
as much as $300
In feed costl Ask
ua about
tabs '...
today.
nok
t
t notnovetaarg• Roundworms

AT NOME Grow a BIG hog fast have lots of pork and
plenty of red wary.Its
easy when you-

with

7

All v. ho really love God
'Els u rook are
orking and praying for unity among the followers of Christ. I viear no other name but
( heist s tierause his, Is the only name upon
which all can unite. That is true because it
is the only name thaill God sant.. us to unite on
It is the only name that gives glory to him Mho
hi due all glory.. Does any religionist s Ito be heves in Christ have good reason for not
%searing his name! Are or divided over the
name of( hrist or over other names. Is it not
upon his name that there is agreement? And
is it not concerning other names that men differ' Many think they have to a ear a certain
name in addition to ( hrist s They think that
e must be this or that kind of a ( hristian
My plea is that we all he simply ( hristians
'Mout human designations. les. you (an
tw a ( hristian only if y ou do only u hat ( heist
rommands. trust him alone for ...IR alarm, and
%ear no other name This is my plea.

BOG FATEN A

PURINA PIGTABS

FOR THE HOME

_41w HEY BOSS! .

PURINA

FLY SPRAY
AA KILLING POWER

HANQ TOOLS
High quality=
priced rig hh
Tempered Heel
with hardwood
handles. Good
selection.

COME TO OUR GOSPEL MEETING BEGIN
NING SUNDAY. BROTHER KURFEES PULLIAS WILL DO THE PREACHING,
AND LOUIS DORAN WILL BE
IN CHARGE OF THE SONG SERVICE.

,
'

ADON T FORGET
'1-- GET PLENTY
PURINA

TO
OF

LIVESTOCK SPRAY

FIELD
fERTIUZU
Dependableuniform In qursiity. S.Laction of
grades for different crops.

...

TOOL
HANDLES
Good selection
of hardwood repair handles.
Shaped right to
be securely
wedged Into
heads of tools.
Natural finish.

ECONOMY FEED STORE

One of the ideals we Ought to retain, and that our boYs are
now•giving their lives to retain, in the inalienable right that
govern
ment be by the people and for the people; the right to select your ownpublic servants in a free election, and -in war and peace we will jealously guard that right.
•
The office of County Judge is one Of the most important trusts
a citizen may be called upon to discharge. This office affects all
of
us directly; an office and trust too tremendous for any man to execut
perfectly. Even the best, trained legal mind will find problems, e
his
linswer to which may, be only approximately correct. The County
Judge is guardian of the orphan, the widow and of all persons under
JUNTnile delinquency is his problem, and in
his hands
alone is placed the machinery for even partially meeting the proble
m.
The county Judge is your-chief Fiscal officer. How well he
and
guards your tax money will determine in a large measure howplans
well and
bow adequately your roads and bridges are maintained. The County
Judge is not the Fiscal Court 'however. He is just a member of- the
Fiscal Court; the .presiding member, and the office of Magistrate is
just as important, in so far as their duties go, as is the County Judge!
If we are to go forward, we should select from the ranks of those who
offer themselves for office, the best equipped, and the best qualified,
—wad 4-he voters alone are tile ones best qualified to decide that question, and I Eertainly have never questioned your decisions and will not.
In asking your vote for me as your County Judge I offer such
_qualifications as f..iod has given me. I offer and will, if elected,
use toyour best interest the training .received, both that evidenced by a
Bachelor of Laws degree front the University of Kentucky; more than
twenty-five years actual practice of law before all the Courts;
a considerable business and farming' experience; activities in Church
and
Fraternal interests, and a genuine desire to make and maintain Calloway County as the best place On earth to rear a family. My experience
as County Attorney and City Attorney has given me a wide understanding-Of the duties and functions of every office in the county, and I
will kh-ow the'answer and-be able -to help all other officers in many situations where, without that training and experience I would be helpless and I think any tine else would be. This is the first time in my
life that I have ever asked you to vote for me for County Judge. You
• have manifested your confidence in me heretofore by electing me to
office, and by voting for Me, giving me large majorities, when I asked
cto
ffiece.
riielv
t
it ie
,for Distric
•
he next few years Will require the best that' lies
within our powers, and I greatly fear that the' very best you and I may
do, will hardly be sufficient, but, so far as -within me lies., limited as
those abilities may be, I offer you, and ,ask your support, your confilence and your vote.

TELEPHONE 575

Welcome To The Chuches Of Christ

Sincerely,

HALL HOOD.
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7th
ABOUT THE WAR LOAN
Calloway County Has Met Her General Quota of $375,000.00

BUT

'N
*

We Are Short of Our $225,000.00 Quota of "E" Bonds!
THE 7" WAR LOAN

Americans as individuals are taking on their biggest quota to
date-7 billion dollars, 4 billions in E Bonds alone.
You may be wondering,!Why this biggest of all individual quotas now? Haven't, we already reached the peak?"
A fair question—requiring a straight answer.

4

The Money Is Needed For War
The Battle of Japan has just begun. It must be backed up,
paid for, fought for by a free people, intent on sweeping the
Pacific clear of fascist hate—forever.
•
With the war in the West our first and major concern,
we have not yet been able to go all-out in the East. But
neither has the Jap.
The war to crush Japan will be bigger, tougher, and longer
than most Americans expect. The Allied Military Command
has estimated that it will take years, not months.
Th destruction of Japan's armies has not yet reached
the annual rate of normal replacements—between 200,000
and 250,000 men a year. And the Jap, as our men in the
Pacific know, fights to the death.
As far as Japan is concerned, the outer Empire—and the
men who defend it—are expendables. The Jap will fight the
Battle of Japan from inside the inner Empire, of which Iwo
Jima was an out-post. And Iwo Jima, according to Admiral
Nimitz, was a pattern of the resistance our forces may expect
to meet in future offensives.

New Tasks, New Needs
The single greatest obstacle to our crushing of Japan is distance. While in the Battle of Europe supply ships from our
bases in England had only an overnight run to make, ships
in the Pacific have long-reach round trips taking up to 5
months to make.
To crush Japan will take time, heroic and back-breaking
effort, overpowering equipment.
Millions of fighting men—freshly outfitted and equipped

—will have to be moved from Europe halfway around the
,globe and supplied day-in, day-out by hundreds of net/
ships now building.
More of everything will be needed. More B-29's. More
tanks, half-tracks, Seeps, and trucks. More rockets, mortars,
airborne radar.
A whole new air force is in creation—huge new bombers
dwarfing the Superfortress—fast new jet-propelled combat
planes, the P-80 or f'Shooting Star," coming off the lines
by thousands.
These are just some of the 101 ways in which your dollars
are needed more than ever to bring America's might to its
full strength —so that we may crush our foe the faster,
make an end of killing, and bring our men back home.

And Lest We Forget
The sick, wounded, a• nd disabled will require medical attention and care.
Many millions of dollars will be required for musteringput pay and benefits voted by Congress to help our veterans
get started again in civilian life.
That's the least we can do in return for what they've
done for us.

Winning the Peace

•

•

There are other weighty reasons for supporting the 7th War
Loan—reasons that take us from the present to the future.
By investing in the 7th Wax Loan,the patriotic American
safeguarding
his own future, his country's future.
is
By putting every dollar over rock-bottom expenses into
the purchase of War Bonds, he is delivering a body blow to
wartime Inflation—thus putting a lid on the cost of living
and maintaining intact the purchasing power of the dollar..
At the same time, too, he is insuring the country and himself against the catastrophe of a possible postwar deflation
—with its depression,unemployment, misery,and heartache.
So save for your country—save for yourself. In helping
your country, you are also helping yourself! Come peace,

we'll all need money for education, replacements, retirement, new homes, a new start—and we'll need.s lot of it.
And there isn't a better or safer highroad to your goal than
United States Savings Bonds.

Making 2:23
This year there will be only two War Loan Drives, not three.
But in those two drives the Government will have to raise
almost as much money from individuals as in the three
drives last year. That means bigger extra bonds in the 7th.
Because only by buying more can we make 2 take the
place of 3.
The 26 million Americana who buy bonds on payroll
savings are already off to a flying start! These patriotic
men and women began their buying in April. And they will
keep on buying extra bonds through May and June!
It's now up to the rest of us. It's our turn to swing in line.
To raise the vast sum needed, every American will have to
dig deeper into current income—dig deeper into cash reserves. Only by buying bigger extra bonds can we stretch
2 into 3!
Let all Americans.do their part-..-for their own sake, for
their country's.
If you have an income, whether from work,land, or capital, you have a quota in the 7th War Loan. Find out what
that quota is—and make it!

This space is a contribution to Americd's all-out war effort by the following reputable and progressive
Corn-Austin Company
Crass Furniture Company
Calloway County Lumber Company
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Doran's Loose Leaf Floor
Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
Economy Grocery
A. P. Farmer & Company

Berry Insurance Agency
A. B. P.cale & Son
Boatwright & Company
Bank of Murray
Blue Bird Cafe
Boone Laundry and Cleaners
H. B. Bailey
Collegiate Inn

Farmer & Gibbs Dress Shop
C. J: Farmer Motor Co., Sales-Service
Frazee, Melugin & Horton Ins. Agc'y.
Gladys Scott's Dress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor JACK FARMER,
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company
Love's Studio
Littleton's

--*•!-•••=s;--- •••-•••1•-•

Mgr

Murray Lumber Company
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
Murray Fashion Shoppe
Murray Hatchery
National Hotel
National Stores
Parker Seed Store
Peoples Savings Bank

.

•••••••••••• ..••••••*-•••••• ••-At•

Murray

.

businesses:
Parker's Garage
Rudy's Restaurant
Shroat Brothers Meat Market
Stokes-Billington Motor Company
Superior Laundry and Cleaners
J. T. Taylor Seed and Implement Co.
Varsity Theater
Western Kentucky Stages
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1CLASSIFIED ABS
For Sale

.

word, minimum charge
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.
2c

Announcement

01

I will be at County Attorney's ..f
(ice .Saturday ofteenuon, June
for the purpose of making carni:
date transcriptions ti) be used a'
Fourtb of July picnic.- Wayland
, Perry.
lp

WANTEj3 -I wa
to rent a -mod - The redger lit Times is authorern house near Mamin
ized to arurunce the following PLANTS.-The Huie Flower Shop,
Please telephime 457-- Mrs Ger- Candidates, subject,
to the action of -Ear and Carrie Pearl Huie, So.
trude Calkins,
lp ! the Democratic Primary, Saturday, -15th St. Phone 479.
tf
rOR SALE-Four-wheel, rubberAugust it 1945:
tire wagon -The Murrly Machine WANTED--A man
INCREAS
E YOUR PROFITS with
in the service
COUNTY ATTORNEY
Shop Rtlph Jetton.
Helm's 'Government
1c needs an alarm cluck. If you have
Approved
.LT. ALVIN H. KOPPERUD
Chicks. Pallor-urn control/ed. Imone n for sale please contact Mrs
W.AYLON RAYBURN
SALE ---,Lime
Spreader-proved
for years wth America's
John Gailand. Dexter, Ky.
JOE WEAKS
lp
Murray Machine Shop. 13.ii'-ph Jet- I
heaviest laying strains. R.P.O. sired mating's. Sexed chickens. Free n
REPRESENTATIVE
•
lc, -NEEDED Man OF wurrrart- to take
brooding btilletinHelm's Chicks,
s T. 0. TURNER
I FOR SALE ---43-acre farm on Mur- °stir established Route distributing
Paducah, Ky.
July Up
--- -ray and Benton highway, quarter medicines. home remedies, insectlSHERIFF
mile north of Almo cross mpg Five, rides. disinfectants. anunal foods,'
REFRIGERATORS, ELEC TR IC
CHARLIE B.` ADAIR
room house. stock barn ands tobae. tonics, and food products. Home
RANGES and Appliances repairWENDELL B. PATTERSON
co barn: good well 'waser on medication. buying at home, ined Also house wiring - Barnett'
J. I. FOX
:porch: running stock water: --VI ere-ages demand. Good profits.
Electric and Refrigerator Service.
I. D. FLORA'
.acres timberTt is. A: A. Whitlow I Write Rawleigh's, Dept. KyF-11111403 Maple. "Phone 698-W1 or
JAMES G. WILSON
' farm See Orsal nWhitlow.
56.
Jy5e '187.. Freeport. LI.
•
lc tf
FORS.•. r

t•--Wheel tI

FIRST BAPTIST ▪ R- EVIVAL
The revival at the First Baptist
Church is drawing to a close
It
has been a glorious two weeks for
Mr. and MI, Jesse Pattersiiii, those who have
attended these seron the birth of a son James vices. officials of the church
sapi.
rile! en June 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Paschall,
Murray, on the birth Of a-daughter, Julia Fay. on June 17, weigh8 pounds.' 14 ounces.
•
Mr. and Mrs. David Moyer, Murray, on the birth of a daughter,
TO THE VOTERS AND'
Murline Kay, on June 17, weight
CITIZENS OF CALLOWAY
7 pounds 1 ounce.
COUNTY:
HOMEMAKERS SCHEDULE
warms my heart while I
-Tuesday. June 26 --Lynn Grove.
I
sit here in a fox hole in the
in the home uf Mrs. Bun CrawPhilippines to get letters from
ford,

Services Offered

per

Wanted

The Ledger
Congratulates

_

,

Nod)

, Tort

Thursday, June 28- ..East Side. in
the- home of Mrs. Hermon Clanton.
• Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale, Emergency War Food Assistant, will
give a canning demonstration at
these meetings. Visitors are invited to attend.

_

Iva

5ALZ-----2=4.-was--alL-mataLoARANTED -TO--TRADD--Aglider in good condition._ Tele- • Mouth. good Condition. 4-door. fair
'phone No 5. Hazel.
101- tires: for a one-half- ton
panel
truck -Thurman Albin, FarmingFOR SALE -1941 Chevrolet. truck.
ton. Ro.ute 2.
. it I
A "dump flat" ceiling price: also.
one sawmill in good shape. with WAN'TED-I want
.to buy a tricy- 1E-60 Alts Chalmers motor J.. D efirie 'for a two year old child If
Downs, West Poplar Extended. lp you, have one. please notify
Ura .
l
t Wilson Children. .1.05 North 10th
FOR SALE -Baby pen and stroller.
Street
. lp
We them at
and. Sycamore
Streets.
tp WANTED-- I want to rent a five or
1 six room house: ndust be wired for
PC`R SALL-44**tse-4
"
141
and-i electric stove. See S. D. 13Idygarden space: modern convena 1,00 North 9th St. or •teleiences. automatic heating -Reston,. phor,e 613.W.
Jn28p
Located 2 blocks off square...
'

cr.

Phone 48-s.

•

WANTED- Women fir part Utile
Calhier work. prefer married woPIANOS--You can buy a real good men. over :t1
years i7 age Apply
piano in good tune, kuaranieed
Varsity Theatre,
Ii
and delivered. from $105 up---Haryy
DISTRICT AGENTS WANTED for
cah. Ky
Jn.21p., Calloway County and vicinity by
old line legal reserve company. to
sell Health.-Accnient. liosgutalira'•
Oen and Life Insuralice 'Highest
corimusswios
Write Greet
Graduate Veterinarian
Nurther,n Life Insurance Coro605 Olive Street
pfnihy, in South_ Dearborn Street.
Chicago 3. Illinois.
•'
-'Telephone 560

_

Dr. J. J. Dorrojist

Property

We have a limited stock
of Cinder and Cement
blocks
Call us for any quantity.
WE DELIVER

Work.

CONTACT ME AT NORTH
13th STREET. or call
796-7•1

Ross Feed Co.
11i.) N. Third St.

GEORGE NOYES

S.

.......,
SHERIFF'ofamAR
Ro
N
,
e- .,

-

.

SUNSET CARSON
aai

,

A LINDA STIRLING • OLIN NOWLIN
ALSO:
Cartoon—"Goofy News Views"
Serial' "ZORRO'S BLACK WHIP" .

,frit:41,,,,

71eGreat111
,
-4, , • i„tp,.

LE
.

1.••• grAttill . 4wo• clItI010 •
dee
e SAWN
-

ADDED ATTRAI TION "

"SNOOPER SERVICE"
...N.

•mo.

wawa-

Lost and Found

_

_ -—

FA,"=f)11,

A fox hole has been

my

for

home
My

the

last

the other hardships

our

soil.

While

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

•

-

of

ofga7

Rips THEM---

-

I fight in the

Philippines for you I will base
to depend on the good citizens
of Calloway to show

their ap-

preciation by doing what they

I

MU

sure that I will soon he

able to tell

can

expert to

Calloway.

)ou
see

when

sou

me back in

Until then

1

will

- COMING —

have to depend on you to ear

VARSITY

•

THUR.S
N

a
l

FRI.

- June-38-29

JAWS G. WILSON

HALE SERVICE
STATION
East Highway

P.s*.

tot 00

SUNDAY-MOND'Y

c*$

-IN TIIE NEWSREEL • Final Assaulgipan Okinawa

s

TIGVATI.1

:is Home I its Halls Patton and
Doolittle
• Hoop Jr. Wins Ky. Derby

•

500

0th•r MONARCH FOODS
••• All lust At Good'

FRI.& SAT.

•• .,14.1.1

bar, with ihitials
It"
•ine side ;aid initials
E. R."
other side. and .an trientifiewie
bracelet with initials
R"
turn to -Eloise Rogers. 1206 W.
Main Street Reward
1p

THE STORY

LOST-In the National Store on
Saturday, a brown bill fold containing =catty and student tieket
with the name June Mitchell Rets-aed
if
returned
to
this
off e ;

OF

WAYNE

HITLER'S
WOMEN!

FEEDS

pay cash delivered
Fri. and Sat., June 22-23
Heavy Hens
25 1 2c
Leghorn Hens
25' 2c
Roosters
18c'
Eggs
33c doz.
Fryers
29c
Prices subject to change
without notice

ie-r •
We have Pfenty of Wayne Chick Starter.
WAYNE Growing Mash
WAYNE Egg Mash
WAYNE Turkey Mash
• AL!. ARE IN FANCY BAGS
h profit in poultry these days begiving them vitaminized feed makes them
v
of better!quatity and huskier weight.
There's so

VEALS
l'!

No, 2 N'eals

13.25•1

Throw oii14

-4.00- 13.00

•

TUES. - WED.

BONDAGE

..-

Boggess Produce Co.
,40 13th St.
Phone 411

N4. I Veals

lisisrea HAM Delanti

IN

(- nose

SALES REPORT FOR JUNE 19, 1945

MILDRED NATWICK • SPRING BYINGTON
HILLARY BROOKE • RICHARD GAINES
P ca•s• I, onto DAM •

WOMEN

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here

with

1

-CuAlL PATRICK
NANCY KELLY
BILL HENRY
THE 'SEARING
TRUTH ABOUT
WHAT THE NAZIS
DID TO WOMEN!

Cause the

- :HOGS
15) to 400 pounds
Itough.4

MURRAY HATCHERY

'

!

10.00- 13.0

R. E. KELLEY, Owner

•

PLUS!

FRED MACMURRAY
kfa
i
RDER

,"A Knight and a
Blonde" ,

""

GEORGE MARSHALL
PRODUCTION

; ,

, . „

;-;

WIWNW.,NAFFITIF=11=gleirrr!".1.47:•

•••

wire

perreass.

........111S-'sfelentaMarnieeliP rare

•I

e s
a

5

HELEN WALKER • MARJORIE MAIN
JEAN HEATHER • PORTER HALL

Peter Whitney

Willi*OPPY5WielerelrIlriVer
.
carr

•

fam-

aver hit the screen!

HERBERT in
14.33-

Fleogie

howlingly
ily are the
that
-billies
funniest Hill

HUGH "WOO WOO"

Imodomormswilatomoe

Mob.' Priig• • Ile.hei••• Popper

Ok4W.Italri.

-0/111r,400•14.1101,4iliiiMPON••••••••

_

•

•

•

a

A disillosionod pilot loses his
way in a Flight from reality
a girl helps hint find it again!

st such tunes—tr^ tlus great 110,1.
—Lydia E. Pinkhim's-Velo-table r.:pound to relte•e such *mown $ Tssea
relgu.Arly—tt belps buthl up res..
e
against such dtstresii. Also • it.
I
star:ruck:de Wale Follow Isi,w1 dirt, •.

e

it

C. J. FARMER MOTOR CO.

five

buddies and 1 hav-

to live in fox holes and

4

•

THURSDAY

wIlb its weak end helms?
function:1 pc riodie disturb','
=matt aa n.j tarve.us. tired. reet.•

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

.

1

teas TEEM

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager

• -

ing to my support as a candidate
for sheriff

•

DOES NOT REQUIRE PRIORITY

Do you suffer •
frrrn MONTHLY

The Best Market in West Kentucky

Long Fed Steers
15.00- 16.10
Good Quality Fait Steers 13.00- 14.50
Baby Beeves'
1:-,
Fat Cows
8.50-' l'2 ''•'
Canners and Cutters
5.00- 8.0(t
Hui&
7.50- 12'.20'
Cows. p0-11•14c.t
3(1.0(1--'127..00
15.00Best Spring Lambs
Medium SpringLambs
t4,00-

of

ty on.

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

MEMORIALS
Calloway County Monument Company. Vester A. Orr, ales mansger. Phone M. West Main SOK"
Ektended.
tf
-

.4•111..

775

!Fee
diwomfort
of
TOMO!. 011/‘
EV/Tata. Prickly Neal, hattlimera.
tag Sala. Chigger
Illoaa•frto bites,
Swath •r Foray Itch
Tired Sorely
Fwl
A cooling. soothing lotion. OW
II •ayolorre Nar •r by mall IltatN
Labor•terles, Ft.
, Al..

PLUMBING. HEATING. SHEET
METAL. ELECTRIC MATERIAL.
STOKERS-II. E. Jenkins. Telephone 496.

Murray Live Stock Costipany

Total head sold

•

a

Will

. r ic ft..t. Stuart ERWIN

Robert'Lin. lifilgc.,

110 N. 3rd St.

LOOK! LOOK!

FOURTH MONDAY ONLY

•

I

•••aisiiiiill•••:

•

ir 3

FOR RENT-- Four-room furnished
apartment. 103 N. likh SL, telephor.e 267-M
lc

' FOR RENT Furnished apartment.
eleetrirally equipped at 712 West
Main Street Mr.
lug.
•
gins

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

SS

FOR RENT-Two nicely furnished
bed rooms, convenient to town or
sehool Located at 601 Main St,
Telephone: 113-J
lp

Cab over motor; 2-sp
. eed rear axle, 9
good tires; new motOi• and runs like new.

can in a peaceful way for me.

POST WAR. As soon as available
we will have a cambibre line of
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance
also complete line of Gas appliances to be used with Shellane Bottled Gas Purdom Hardware, North
5th Street.,
tf

FOR RENT-- Five-room fUrnashe
apartment, downstairs: electricall
equipped. furnace heat. plenty .of
closet space. Telephone 389 Lo•
.1-V3 Olive
J23c

._
01-04-et cApiTOL
toe

ROSS FEED CO.
TeL 101

County

TRUCK
• •

far war has been kept off of

A Complete Feed
Contains All Ingredients.
No Extra Grain Required.

WANTED- Mattresses to rebuild
We v.ull pick up your old mattresses and make them new. . Paris Mattress Co. G. S. Jackson
336 E., Washington SL, Pans, Tenn
Phone 979-W. day phone 3
tf

For Rent

.10

ONE 1942 CHEVROLET 11
/
2-TON

war has not been in vain for so

HOG FATTENER

[

TAX COMMISSIONER
CLAUDE ANDERSON
DEWEY CRASS

BUILDING
BLOCKS

I have equipment here in
Callow A!• ( °ante to do Ter
racing Pond Digging. smtl
Road lobe or any kind ol

- 17 per cent

Murray Marble di Granite Works
F.ast Maple St. near Depot Telephone 121. Porter White and L. D
Outland. Managers.
tf

COURT CLERK
DEWEY RAGSDALE.

in Calloway

softer

MONUMENTS

rntern

back

ing

"STANDARD"

UNWANTED ,H A IR REMOVED
front face, arms, and legs by flte
modern method of Electr9lysla approved by physicians. This
method is permanent a n d painless. Cyrene Williams, R.N.. Phon,
I62-W

- arm

•
NOTICE

MAGISTRATE
• ` Wadesboro District
I.EE BARNETT
W C ROBINSON
Hazel District
L N. MOODY
Murray District
E G MOODY
.
GATLIN CLOPTON
CECIL HOLLAND
Cone•rd District
,
JOE B. McCUISTON
. W A. PATTERSON
-JAILER
--R H. '
- ROB' LAMS -•
COOPER-

A BARGAIN THIS WEEK

how the good people are rally-

months.

STREANILJNEL$ WRECKER SERVICE New equipment. 24-hour
fast. dependable Wrecker Set-state
Charges rea'srahable. Day phone
97. Night phone 424-Porter Meitory Company., Chevrolet Sales and
Service.
tf

JUDGE
PINK G. CURD
HALL HOOD
-- -CITY JUDGE
I_ ROBERTSON
HCB NIURRELL
--- COUNTY COURT CLERK
- LESTER G NANNEY

a

A Message'From
The Philippines

The Murray Mae/late
Shop Ralph Jetton
le
Str•fl

I,

1.

•••

•

+•••••-•

•
••••.•••

L

,
-•••••=.1.0.

..---

;It -rampkt•-•

•
--armee —
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a
et-oekome-,- -
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'NE 21. l9;)
"A

letter from home" to those here

and

SECTION TWO — FOUR PAGES

far

away — from friends in Calloway County — A

THURSDAY, JUNE 21, 1945

place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

EEK

a certain time and who had served
at least -one year in military or
navel service of the Confederate
States, or to the widow of such
person. A' suit was filed attacking
the constitutionality of said Act,
"'Whenever a copy of any pub- upon the ground that it violated
3 of our State Coestitulic record is required by the Vet- Sek
e court, in holding the
erans Administration to be used in ti . The
to be cunstitutional, in quotdetermining the eligibility of any A
person to participate in benefits ing Judson on Taxation. Section
made available by such Veterans 379. said:
Administration, the official charged
"'Whatever legitimately tends
with the custody of such public to inspire patriotic sentiments and
to
enhance the respect of citizens
record shall 'without- charge provide the applicant for such bene- for the institutions of their courttr'y and excites them to contribfits or any person acting on his ute to its defense in time of war,
behalf or the authorized repre- has been held to be a lawful pursentative of such Veterans Admin- pose.'
istration with a certified copy of
"That gratuity' in recognition of
such record.'
public services may be given by
Legislature, is upheld in Po:osi
the
"As yuu see, from a reading 01
e above statute, in the event a of Education of Calloway Cu.
the
copy of any Public record is re- vs. Talbott, 261 Ky.. 66:66
.
quired by the Veterans Adminis- i2d), 1059. in which case the
tration. the same must be furn- stated:
ished without charge. Of course
"'It is true that we have con
the clerk or any public official in 'trued Section 3 and 171 of ote
charge of such records would be Constitution
entitles) to know whether or oot
mean that- an appropriation
th-F same were---aeltialTy. T
may be made by way of gratuity
by,the Veterans 'Administration. in recognition of public services'.
and these officials should be adnsnsueh may make
"If the Legislature
vised when the same are requited. appropriatio
cases,
letter,
your
in
ask
"You further
t clearlyfollows that the Legislaour opinion as to the validity and ture may direet that certain seethe above, vices may be performed without
of
constitutionality
quoted section. If the constitution- charge, as a recognition for public
Act services.
ality of the above quoted
could be questioned, it would come ' "The purposes of the State Legunder Section 3 of the Constitution islature in Section 388.330, Ky. Reof Ky.. which says in part:
vised Statutes, was to recognize the
"'No grant of exclusive, sepa- services—which are, undoubtedly.
rate public emoluments or privil- public • services—of
and
men
eges shall be made to any man or women of our armed forces. To
set or men except in consideration show recognition by furnishing to
of public service.'
veterans and representatives of
This question was raised in the veterans, if required by the Vetercase of Bosworth vs. Hart. 154 Ky. ans
copies Of
Administration,
559;157 S. W. 1084. In this case the" papers necessary in presenting or
Legislature of Ky. had passed an adjudicating their claims for penAct providing for pension to in- sions, compensation or insurance
digent, disabled persons who had would tend to inspire patriotic senbeen residents -of this State for timents and to encourage others
in the future in defend our country.
"It is therefor*e the opinion of
-this office that by Section ,385.330.
Ky. Revised Statutes, the' Legislature has the right to direct the
clerks and other officials having
custody of records necessary for
the presentatinTr-and adjudication
of veterans' claims, to furnish the
same without charge when application for the same is properly
made.
"The above - quoted statute applies not only to residents of the
State of Kentucky but 'to any vetteran, whoever he may be, who
might require copy of any record
ledged in any office in this State.
388.33e, Ky. Revised
"Section
Statutes. 1942, includes any beneficiary or beneficiaries who are
due, or may be due entitlement of
pension, compensation or insurance
from Veterans Administration, as
a direct result of veterans' services
in the armed forces."
Yours very truly
iv Eldon S.'Dummit,
Attorney General

No Charge Can Be Made can Public Records
- for Veterans Or Veterans Administration
Because some officials in some
counties are charging for services
on public records such as records
of Marriage, divorce and other records necessary in
of veterans'
adjudication
and
claims for benefits with the Veterans Administration, the Red
Cross executive Seeretary, Mrs.
Bea Melugin.
The following is an opinion Of
else_ Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Kentucky dated January, 1945, with reference to Clerks
of Courts furnishing copies of public records of marriages, divorce.
and other records necessary in the
presentation and adjudication of
Veterans' claims with the Voterand Administration:
Honorable J. H. Payne
Chief Attorney
Velar:toe Adaninistratiou-1,exingtion. Ky.

the' presentation

axle, 0
ke new.

ZITY

CO.

Dear Mr. Payne:
In reply to your letter of Aug.
16, 1944. in which you state that
question has been made 'as to
whether or not copies of public records, such as copies of public records of marriage, divorce and
other records eecessary in the presentation and, adjudication of veterans' claims for benefits with the
Veterans Administration, can be
furnished without charge to the
veterans, hr to the Veterans Administration or to the veterans'
duly authorized attorney *or representative', it is the opinion of this
office that no charge be made
t heradoss'
!'SECTION 388.330, KY. REVISED STATUTES, reads as follows:

DEWEY D. CRASS
_

announces for

Tax Commissioner

Gen. Buckner
Stubblefield—The Man History Lt.
Killed on Okinawa
Overheard But Overlooked.

GUAM. Tuesday, June 19—Lt.
Gen. Simon Bolivar Buckner, Jr.,
of Kentucky, commander of the
U.S. Tenth Army, was killed on
Okinawa yesterday.
His father was governor of Kentucky at one time.
Buckner died instantly, Fleet
Adm. Chester W. Nimitz said in
today's communique, No details
were given.
observing the
was
Buckner
fighting in the Third Marine Amphibious Corps sector.
Buckner, veteran of the Aleutians, was killed at 1:15 p.m.
Maj. Gen. Roy S. Geiger. commander of the Third Marine Amphibious Corps, was given command of the Ryukyus forces.
as
Buckner's death_ uccluTed
Japanese resistance was breaking
and enemy troops were fleeing toward the southern tip of the

CONVEIRS1TION PIECE—Inventor stubblefield (extreme right) poses
-wiih Wends and neighbors who attended a public demonstration of his
radio, around vilech they stand.
-1ACR LEWTN
-ft
. AP Newsteatures
History may have overlooked
Nathan B. Stubblefield( maybe the
name doesn't sound familiar. But
old-timers in this town of 5.000 will
tell you he's the true inventor, of
radio.
With Commercial - broadcasting
now in its 25th year in the United
States, few people remember this
Kentuekian who. died, alums and
embittered, a hermit of these Wise.
Radio as We know it was inaugwith a broadcast of
urated in
Harding-Cox election bulletins from
Kt:MA in Pittsburgh, but Stubblefield has been credited with inventing radio as early as 1892. three
years before Marconi sent and received his first wireless signals
across his father's Italian estate.
Later a few close friends watched Stubblefield demonstrate -his inventidh in a "queer-looking box,"
so'the story goes, and in 1902 he
broadcast successfully from a steamship to the banks of the Potomac
public demonstrations in
After
Washington, New York and Phila-

limo

i

Its work, I

will not ten

you."

his
Recognition slipped from
grasp, but nobody seems, able to
say just what happened. Stubblefield retired and died in poverty.
But he has not been entirely forgotten. Citizens of Murray, on
March 38, 1930, erected a monument
to his memory on the campus of
Murray State College near the site
of' his home and "broadcasting"
station. A wreath is laid at the
of the monument every year.
1n 1944 the Kentucky General
Assembly adopted a resolution.
which reads:
"The General Assembly of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky hereby publicly recognizes Nathan, B.
Stubblefield, who was _a native of
the city of Murray Calloway County. Kentucky, as the true inventor
of the radio, and It is the sentiment
of the General Assembly that said
Nathan B Stubblefield is entitled
to the highest honor and respect at
the hands of the people of this
commohwealth and of this nation
scientific
outstanding
his
fur
achievement and public service."
never
invention
Stubblefield's
was found after his death.

Mr. and Mrs. Jap Wheeler were
Kentucky Counties. working 19
meet their largest War Bond quota honored with a visit from Mrs.
since Pearl Harbor, are getting Wheeler's - pen pal Mrs. George
substantial help from chain stores Boyette of Bon Wier. Texas. and
with local units. Practically all her son Eugene and wife, and two
chain store companies are now buy- boys Of Beaumont, Tex.
ing their war bonds through their
Mrs. Beyett and Mrs. Wheeler
local stores, or are allocating their have been corresponding for the
purchases so that local quotas get past 35 years. _and had never met
full credit for them, according to until Thuhdasse• when all came
Joe T. Lovett, executive director of driving up for a visit. They had a
the Mid-South Chain Stores Coun- wonderful time, and all left out
cil.
for Texas Sunday afternoon, each
Ten chain store companies, co- hoping to see each other again.
operating in the Kentucky Chain
If any 'one in Graves county or
Stores Council survey to ascertain adjoining counties or states can
support given local communities on beat this, please let it be known
their war bond quotas, have bought through this column.
through their Kentucky stores, or
allocated ptirehases to the credit of. $100,000 worth of bonds througlt
the state, $585,000 worth of War their Kentucky units. One of them
Bonds to date in the "Ninety-Sev- plans additional purchases. The
enth." Additional purchases will Kroger Grocery and Baking ComBockeer, 58 years old, was a na- be made befere the end of the pany has bought $135.000 worth of
drive.
bonds for credit to communities
tive of Munfordville, Ky.
He went to Alaska in the spring
Each of three companies. for ex- where their 135 Kentucky stores
of 1940 and was in command of ample, has purchased more than are located.
American forces there when the
Japanese struck in the Pacific.
With the threat of invasion in
Alaska and the Aleutians dissi_
pated, Buckner was transferred
to another station 'in the Pacifiris
Due to changes which have taken' pliCe
eventually appearing on April
-.I last asked you to vote for me for
sine.
1 of this year as commander of
of Circuit Court Clerk, my conoffice
the
the 10th Army in the attack on
have told me that it wasn't
might
science
Okinawa.
an unpar.donable sin to ask for your votes
His military service started with
again. -But I have no inclination or desire
graduation from West Point in
1906_ During his career, he served
to break both my former statement and the
on two occasions in the Philipstatement I made last last week concernpines.
ing the mau in uniform.
He saw duty on the Mexican
So as a young qualified veteran of this
border during most of 1914. Subwar who has suffered the wounds inflictsequently he tilled various assigned by an *enemy's bayonet. has filed. tris
meats at stations in the United
State including tours of duty in
notification and declaration to run for this
Washington.
office, I take this means of fulfilling my

delphia.
,..depparenOrke-novaie rewasbeci-the
V rwr Jew Ime•A•sso
secret of his "voice broadcaster," as
he himself described it in 1902. He
said only:
Pt
"The vibrations reproduce sounds
--The Emmett illevens Co.
in receivses tuned to convey them
ATM.. Oueveseeetng Art,t•oal lwesb
Dr.. -O. C. Wells has been apto tie' lietening ear. What this apManufactory e-{st•b1.,keel 1910 0
pointed a member of the Board of
5405. Stook Se — Lk,.• 'e 55
,nsists of or how it does
paratuRegents of the American Academy
of Optometry, according to a 'letAV
1277/ZO'l
.....7=SZNZEr
ter from Dr, Card l C. Kock, secretary to the organization, Minneapolis, Minn.
By Bushntiner
The appointment was made by
Dr. J. Fred Andreae, president of
the American Academy'of Optometry. Dr. Wells' d'oty will be to aid
the Association with the welfare
of the Academy. This honor is a
recognition of the ability and qualifications of Dr. Wells who has
practiced his profession here for
a number of years and is also recognized as a leader in his church
and community work.

MIMS!"'W

Dr. 0. C. Wells On
Optometry Board
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Texas Pen Pal Visits
Mr. and Mrs. Jap
' Wheeler

Kentucky War
Bond Quota Gets
Help From Chains

.10

OTIS LOVINS STATES HE WILL NOT
BE A CANDIDATE,
•

Harry L.Waterfield
Runs for Reelection
Harry Lee 'Waterfield. Clinton.
and native of Calloway county, annou.nced last week as a candidate
for re-election to the legislature,
representing Fulton and Hickman
counties. Mr. Waterfield has served in this office four terms, and
has been speaker of the house the
past two years.• He is the son of
Mrs. Lois Waterfield and Burnett
Waterfield.
He Is a graduate of Murray Stale
College. publisher of the Hickman
Courier, and is state chairman of
organization in the State executive committee of the Democratic
Party.

promises by stating,-.I will not be a candidate during this
cam paign.
As to the future I know not what station or course in
life I may pursue. But regardless of how humble or small
that job may be, I am now very wealthy concerning the
matter, for I possess that which exceedeth all, that is, a
contented mind and a clear conscience.
May I say to both the soldier and the civilian, if each
should run: Luck to the one who crosses the line first.
This office is at your disposal at any time during the remainder of my term. While I am here I will only be
too glad to teach you all I know about it.'
This time, in conclusion, I only have one promise to
make, which is this, rii never say never again.
Again thanking you for all favors.

OTIS LOVINS.
P.

Buy that extra War Bond nowt

S.—Renewable Operator's License are now available
for 1945-46.

Good Advice

SPEND THAT-)
(DON'T
.
BUY WAR BONDS)

LOCAL GIRLS ARE AT
CAMP DEERWOOD, N. C.

() THE VOTERS

OF CALLOWAY COUNTY:

In making my formal announcement for Tax Commissioner, I want to extend to you good people my sincere
thanks and deepest appreciation for the confidence that
you placed in me by electing Me to the office of Tax
Commissioner, and also for the whole-hearted cooperation
that you have given during my term of office.
in return for the many things you have done forme,
I have tried as best I could, to give as honest conscientious
service as I knew how. I have at all times tried to protect the interests of the taxpayers of Calloway County. In
the past four years while the price of real estate has continually advanced, your taxes are practically the same.
This is the only county in Westerp Kentucky that
hasn't had a blanket raise during this inflation period. •
As to my working in a defense plant; yes, when the
army was calling young men and the navy was calling
our young men, the WAVES and WACS were calling our
young women, and our -Government was calling for everybody to take on additional work to relieve the manpower
shortage.
I am proud that I have been able by workinga few
•
extra hours each day making munitiOns (of which there
has been a shortage), to aid our boys in this horrible struggle of war. I feel that if we on the home-front will do our
part, as well as our boys on the foreign fields are doing
theirs, this ghastly war will soon end.
I hope you good people do not expect an extensive
campaign during these critical times,
intend to see as many of you as possible, but owing
to the limited amount of gasoline, it will be impossible to
make a house to house campaign.
IAIN

Please take this as a personal solicitation for your
vote and influence on August the 4th.
Yours truly,

You Will Save
by Using

Misses. Mary Elizabeth Roberts.
Jane Roberts, Sue Upchorch, and
Mrs. Ray Brownfield are'eoutreee
ors at Camp Deerwood, Br'esiT111
I
N. C. this summer. Misses Loc
Fay Hart and Mary Frances Will- t
iams are campers there, and the
group left by train Sunday at noon
the entire
for Memphis where
group made up and went on the
Tennessean to Ashville. They will
be gone two months

7TH
WAR
LOAAI

Texaco Products

ERN/E
BUSHM/LL ER_

TAKE NANCY'S ADVICE,..
SPEND FOR BONDS
•
Swell the 7th War Loan Totals ...
Make Your Contribution TODAY!
•
You owe an obligation to your Fighting
Men .. . You owe it to your own
future security.
•

TOLLEY'S FOOD
MARKET

NOTICE!!

ARTHUR
BOURLAND'S
ELECTRIC REPAIR
SHOP
Is Now Located
in the
MURRAY MACHINE
SHOP
at
106 North Fourth
Street
— For
Wiring and Repairing
Telephone 338
FOR EXPERT
SERVICE
-

YOUR CAR IS A WEAPON OF WAR
MAKE IT

LAST

By using the best products...
SEE US FOR YOUR MOT-OR OR OTHER CAR
TROUBLES
Our mechanics are thoroughly qualified and
experienced to handle your every
Automobile Need
DRIVE IN

Main Street Motor Sales
EAST MAIN STREET
Lowry Parker

Phone 59

Talmon Winchester
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My Father! A Failure?

Four Groups Eligiblell
!referred
'Par
Gasolinic Rations

PUBLISHED BY THE CALI-GMAT
COMPANY
Consolidation of The Mqrrao.Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
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HEART THOUGHTS BY

necessary jp securing this needed
air-depot.
• • •

L. HART'

From the commolt worldly vi
, èpiply gataor wa•
tellure• IPP
life was spent in simple papistry. his poising upiterokled. except by ties
:i when I- thought about how long
To belie a farewell party for
Here is a compliment to Muer:re
faithful care of the family and netghborhood circle In an humble farm
some of their -sons might - be ab- mid Calloway county and I mean
Le:aloe
Fay
yen°
:for
Sunlett
cam
p
PERCY
Av.
WILL/AMS. PUBTAIMER
home covered onermittenily with moos and mortgage, my father lapsed
-Changes affecting the eligibility day. we. with Carolyn Meliigin took sent, and hew long some of Mem every one who has-had a part ie
MRS GEOBGE HART. EDITOR
away his last days For thirty-odd Years he farmed a smala hill tract iat of several groups of persons for
, hamburgers and a water- had already 'been gone, arid how the recent promotions connectial
eam:
_
southern Catloway County. Kentucky, folIowung the plow as one alac gasoline rations were announced
thte
oretheenci
jotyyingpartkhe Ott)lhaecers some of them would never return. with the betterment of this caullPubitibed Even' Thursday Noon at 103 North Fourth L. Murree, HY.
• • •
by OPA. They are as follows:
sensed,. close sod peculiar kinship with the soil
were
ty. A state. representative who mtEntered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for Transmission as
1.--Servicemen returning . to this Children were playing in the sand ..Carroll Lassiter found his hat. I cupies a_ high place in the ate:fir.
Father was a man of datintle
His life-cusciphne was
Second Class Matter.
self-willed optamisen inspired by the 'satisfaction of six work days well cuun---•Iry from overseas. who are and to the swings. Grownups were .hear he has, a habit of losing his of the state and who knows at I
Subscription Rates:-In Calloway and Adjoining Canada'.
spent plus a sabbath of simple devotion Dad may have missed a great issued temporary duty orders far enjoying the seesaws, tennis, cook- head gear. A few Sundays ago speaks the'truth. Harry Lee Wake.
'Rehabilitation. Recuptration and ing, and other. activities there.
he was a guest at our house and field to be exact. told me- over
$2.00 a Year. In Kentucky., $2.50. Elsewhere, PM.
deal ol the psychological "meat- of our modern social gospel. but be Roo toy• • •
$: 00 per year to Service Men Anywhere.
someone wort_ttis hat home. anti the 'tub-phone Monday, "You _all
may obtain frarleogt,
loved -his Bible, and lived with a heart laid open to the Truth His moral
gasoline rations
I could hardly believe' my eyes left one too large for him. Detect- Sr.' 'cluing things an Murray!
Thede eervieegoal was -to do justly. love mercy. and walk bunably with God
men should apply to their Local when I saw that the ropes for the ing around for a few weeks; he never saw anything like it! How
Despite besetting financial condiuons father was a firm believer in War Price arid Rationing Boards swings had been cut! The Park discovered it on 011ie Chambers on earth can Murray get so muca
SSOCIAT1ON
bleier learning Himself denied the opportunilies of vocaUonal guid- and present both their temporal,' Board members told me that sev- who had not discovered that the started in such a little time?" If
:small for had reference to, the things he
ance. he 'recognized the need of education By the time the "brood- at duty orders and the mileage ra- eral had been cut, and that the hat was a half size too
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
half a dozen were of school age, his convictions had reached a ripe state tioning record iciPA R4341, for field house had been breken into hint. ,They made the exchange on has been • reading in the Letig.,!.
several times.
AUDIT SCREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
the streets uric day, and now they and Times conceaning the fare'
of maturity Si'. as neighbors more able Men he contended that they the car that they are going to use. •
• • •
Previously, the ration was given
are both well hatted.
programs, the stove factory. ill.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Lena; to the Editor. could not afford to Fiend their children to 'drool. father declared 'I can't
I wonder where the policemen
• • •
Chamber of Commerce. the Fan.,
orPublic Voice items winch in our opinion As not for the best Interest afford NOT to" All AIX finished high school and all but one went to only when servicemen on leave or
were
that cruise over the town.
Iuriouith for three days or more
at our rsade/k.
The Woman's Club is debating Bureau, the College. the Swimcollege Mother alone remains as a living testimonial to the parental
prevented lesive or:Jul-lough papers Do they ever 'go to the park at the question: Shall we have a ming Pool, the City Park, and th
sacronces hereto referred
The furlough ratIon, which will re- night and see that things are as horse show or shall we not? For cooperative spirit of the folks i.
Emotionally speaking. my dad was made of sturdy Muff. When be mained unchanged, provides one they should - be there'
the past four years this organiza- general. I said, "Come on ovia.
• • •
_
_
shed a titer one might know that back of it. was a deep surging agony. gallon of gasoline each day of the
tion has sponsored the event, and and live with us." Harry Lee 1.,
That two of the most welcome words in the English language are
Can you imagine why anyone it has grown into an affair
Twice in My life I saw him cry; one when his brother was rustled away furlough, leave, or temporary duty,
that making his fifth race for state repthese.- Thank You Often thee., two little words have charged a day
would want to cut down _ the adVerlaiiea. _this_
,reaejitetive.._ Ile is serving
to war on a battle-car. The other occasion was when Ramey Wells plead to a maximum of $0 gallons.
ef,--theMate
_end
-,tecort-daelenese-tron-itent--They- ateotwo-of-the. nowt profitable words
2.-Because growing crops dam- swings' Rope is a vital war ma. sdois rather colorful The women fourth term, and has had oppofor the College to Come to Murray Dad reached down so bas Jaycee/ and
terial today and trdiffleadt - Us:find:that any
use
to rive mak.
--hate to dreP the 'show, and they sition-ih-two Of his races.. --pulled out twenty dollars. 34. last he would have until tobacco was sold aged by hail or wind must be in- The
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rope was left hanging. Evi- know
.• •
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spected
promptly
for
that it is a lot of hard
maximum
the next fall
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the
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adequate
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considered
rations
makThata a
kniae ate insuiance company terested in the 'welfare
Was father a fa:lure' May it never again be considered a queswill be provided insurance adjust- the fun of cutting.
ing an effort to combine it with Fulton counties in the fact that
of the nation hasten suggestions for the curbing o paverule delinquency tion, but an affirmation My father' A failure! Not
•
•
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until the last Of elo to.make trip to
a
the Farm Bureau Fair . . . any- they know when they have a good
farms for this
and has an educational film. As the Twig Is Bent and will lend this his own have forsaken the fruitful course of his and their
Such behavior as cutting -little
man running for representative.
ca,Uing. purpose.
way it is ha the making,
Formerly, . semi-preferfilm 1. interested adult ;roues'
Never'
and support him by giving him
red mileage, which is limited to 825 childrens' swings and breaking inno opposition. That is what should
A strange transitional fervor sweeps over me as I thmk of these miles per month, was permitted fur to the field house is destructive
Mrs. Goble Wilson's visit with me •
and was a definite trend toward
!lappet here. The office is too ini
That acc.der.:s killed 1.4.000 per:4)ns in the United States in
things, for somehow, that which was once eaerwhelmingly heavy and travel to farms to inspect storm
Saturday
revived
- memories of pa-tarit
lawlessness and destruction. Such
to trust to amateurs, aril
Of this arr.coste- 23.800 were killed in motor vehicles Workers who w
bitter has become increasingly buoyant and' sweet This Father's Day, damaged crops.
acts must be done at night, for 1920 when I taught school at the race should be made without
,kifledgoir,g la and'arom work in autdendbiles last year numbered akI stand at the sacred desk in the full-visioned presence of the Father
oo_Preferred
mileage
rations -the park is under .supervision dur- South Howard. She was Mary
too much struggle or .expense to
Erwin and went to . school m that
12,700
of ow- Lord Jesus Christ. and before those who are His by merits of will be issued to.buyers for essen- ing the day.
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grace-wrought adoption. I am keenly aware of -Oile who walked ahead tial plants who have to travel long
.
.
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sheep.
Noah
pulpStoryea
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Returning
That Wild War II has caused more than 1.000.000
from Paris
S casualties - in the dust and snow 'The import of his memory as like a burning torchi
Tenn.
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plays We had at the sehuul, gathernearly tau: omes the number in World War l'
after seeing our
m my heart. andl find myself saying with sages immortal:
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train bound for
•
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feedlots.
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tarlier .. in the day
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assurance.
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TUARAVAN
;BONZE STAR

CEINt

with the highest traditions of the
United States Naval .service.."
Prior to enlisting In the Marine
Corps in 1933, he attended Murray
State College and graduated from
Murray High School.
Sgt. Walker is a nephew of Mrs.
Barnett Wear of North Fifth street.
PFC. T. M. McDOUGAL
PROMOTED AT CHINA BASE
AN ADVANCED FOURTEENTH
AIR FORCE BASE, WESTERN
CHINA _The promotion to Private
First Class of Terry M. McDougal.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley McDougal, Route 3, Murray, Ky., has
been announced by the Commanding Officer of the "Globe Trotterar_ _Air Service Group at an
advanced Fourteenth Air Force
base in Western China.
Pfc. McDougal. 35. has been In
the China Theater for the past five
months and is working as an instrument specialist. Prior to his
induction in November, 1942, he
was with Lockheed Aircraft in
Burbank, Calif.

Hickman and
the fact that
hey have a good
representative.
by giving him
is what should
office is too ini
amateurs, anl
made without
or _expense I,

Sgt. Marshall H. Walker, formerly of Murray, the son of Mrs.
Myrtis
Walker, Santa
Monica,
has been awarded the
Calif.,
Bronze Star Medal.
Previously he had received -the PVT PAT E. GILBERT IN
Presidential Unit Citation for par- HOSPITAL, MEMPHIS, TENN.
ticipating in the battle of Tarawa.
Following is the citation which
Walker received with the medal:
"For heroic achievement while
attached twa Marine artillery battalion during action against the
enemy on Saipan, Marianas Islands. from June 15 to July 8. 1944.
While serving as a member of a
forward observation party, Guny Sgt.-Walker -conducted as a
cr.,unter-tiattery mission while under direct fire from enemy artillery. He remained exposed in order to iiiiitter, direct --cair,_mezzl,arlii,
feu,. 'Throughout the entire, campaign ..he often did more than was
required_ of him and always performed- his regular duties. In a
highly efficient
manner.
His
heroic actions were in keeping
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Robert W. Hahs, major in the
Medicals Corps, 55th Battalion, formerly connected with the KeysHouston Clinic until he entered
the service, as received a citation
for the award of the Bronze Star.
Major Hahs is the son of Dr.
and Mrs. John F. Hahs of La Center and a graduate of Murray State
College. He leceived his medical
degree from the Louisville Medical
Mrs. Hahs and little
College.
daughter, Lynn, reside here. The
citation is quoted:
Citation For Award of The
Bronze Star Medal
ROBERT W. HAHS. 0-1,685240,
Major. Medical Corps, .5511.4 MediCal Battalion, United States 'Army,
for meritorious service in connecoperations
military
tion
with
against an enemy of the United
States from 3 August 1944 to 8
May 1945. During this period Major Hahs performed his duties as
executive officer of the 55th Medical Battalion exceptionally meritorious manner. Time end time
again he has displayed resourcefulness and leadership in his determination to successfully accomplish any given task. During the
phase following the. Rhine crossing, many prisoner of war camps
and enemy medical installations
were overrun. Major Halts was
assigriCd the task of' ascertaining
the number and condition of personnel in these installations. Much
'vital, information was furnished
the Corps Surgeon by ceaseless efforts on the part of Major Hahs.
His devotion to duty is unsurpassed and he has a most cooperative
and cheerful attitude in his associations with his fellow officers and
enlisted men. Major Hahs' sound
professional. ability, his superior
efficiency and outstanding leader-,
Ship contributed materially to the
successful completion, of the Battalion's mission. He entered military service from Murray, Ky.
-Major Hahs is in -SeIzburg.- Au,
tria. with the Seventh Army.

<1
,
60

Pfc, Alden Turner

PFC. RALPH B. McCUISTON
PARTICIPATED IN DECEMBER
"BREAKTHROUGH" BATTLE

'first rest he has had since going
over sea, and left again for the'
front where his icivision was whenA
he arrived back in France.
hg Presidential Division Cita-.
tion is the first such award in
history made by Eisenhower.
Pte. McMuisto.n is the son a
Bob McCuistonT His wife, the former Miss
Nell
Waggoner an4
their cdaughter reside on the North
Highway.

There's a

telephone in the house

it for me?

4

4

•

The answer is: a telephone on the premises
does
'
. not mean we can furnish you service without delay.
The telephone and other facilities used by
the former resident who ordered the service
discontinued are made available to meet the
essential war demands or the next applicant
on the waiting list.
If a later applicant were to take over the
telephone in the house where he is moving, he
would be receiving service ahead of the' many
others who have been waiting for a long period
of time.
The patience and understanding of those
now waiting for service is appreciated and thy
can be sure that they will be connected iin their
proper turn as fast as conditions permit.'

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCORPORATED

OFFICE BRANDON
SERVES IR SOLI:MONS

T-5 Tail W. Ezell has been promoted to the grade of Technician_
Fourth Grade in''3181st Engineers.
T-4 Ezell a former resident of Murray and husband of Mrs. Verlene
Ezell of Route 2, has been in the
Army for 36 months.'26 months of
which were spen.t overseas with
the 349th Engineer Regiment. He
is entitled to wear the Good Conduct- Medal, the American Theatre
Medal, the Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal with one Bronze Campaign Star.
During T-4 Ezell's service with'
the 349th Engineer Regiment; the
unit was awarded the Meritorious
Jesse W. Brandon, SKV 1-c, son Service Award for outstanding acof Mr. and Mrs. Toy Brandon of complishments.
Midway, entered the Navy from
Paducah in October, 1943. He is
SEED
a graduate of Hazel High School
COMPANY
and Droughan's Business College.
—Buyers and Sellers—
Before entering the Navy, he was
employed by the Paducah Box and
ALL KINDS OF
Basket Co. of Paducah.
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
He took his boot training at
•
Great Lakes, Ill., and was transWe Are Headquarters
ferred from there to Port Humene,
for Seed Cleaning
Calif. He sailed from Port Hu•
mene in February, 1944. He has
NEW LOCATION
been stationed at a naval air base
on Russell Island for the past 14 Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
months.
SKV Brandon has a brother, Lt.
• • -. Telephone 665

PARKER
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0:0006
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CPI.. ORESTA 11111LLI; BOONE,
R-29 GU?iNER, TO SAIL atiQON

WORTH
CROwiNG
ABOUT!

Pfc. Ralph B McCuiston is an
Engineer in the 101st Airborne
Army, known as the "Screaming r
participated in the '
Eagles."
landing in Holland last September
and was in combat for 68 days
without rest. They had just gotten
back to France for a rest when
dhey were called upon to go into
Bastogne in the December breakthrough.
Cpl. Oresta; (Billie) Boone, son
The 101st went into Bastogne
where a few days later they were of Mrs. 0. B. Boone of Blytheville.
cut off and were asked to surren- Ark.t-' and brother of 0. B. Boone
General replied, of Murray, is now at a port of emder, but the
"Nuts", and the .101st kept fighting barkation. according to word reuntil help got to them. Ralph had ceived by his wife the former Miss
two close calls in this battle and Rosa Nell Morris who with their
sMall son Billie J . resides at 601
his best buddy was killed.
Pfc. McCuiston wears the Presi- Main itireet
Cpl. Boone entered the service
dential Citation with two Oak
Leaf Clusters, which was presented in March, '44. and trained at Ft.
in person by Seneca] Eisenhower. Benjamin . Harrison... Miami. Fla.,
A'medal for landing in Holland. Alrnagorda, N. M. and in. Kansas
and three stars in his service rib- and Nebraska.
He is a left gunner on a B-29
ton are also being worn by McCpl. Boone graduated from Murray
Cuiston.
Pfc. ,McCuiston has just finished High School and had three years
a' short fin 'nigh in England, thii. thining at Murray State College.
-

Don't Worry About Us!

Set. R. -K. James, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert James, was inducttscl
into service in December. 1943. He
trained at Camp Shelby. Miss_ and
has been overseas since August,
1944.
was
seriously
wounded
He
March 19 in ,Gerrriany where he
served with the 7th Army. Sgt.
James was presented the Combat
Badge and Purple Heart. .
His wife is the - former Miss
Grace Wilson.

MARVELS

HIS

AGGRESSIVE
OPINIONS
on

win the respect of
The Times readers

erol"

Pie. J. T. Tidwell entered service in March. 1943. Before going
overseas in. April, '44, he trained
Ft.
at Camp Swift, Tex. 'and
Leonard Wood, ?do.
Pie. Tidwell Wears a campaign
ribbon with' one battle star. lie
is now in the 20th Gener-i1 Hospital in India suffering from typhus fever..
He is the son of Mrs. Azie Tidwell. Coldwater. Before entering
service' he was employed in an
ordnance plant: in Ohio.

•-•

S
TOM WALLACE, for fifteen years editor of THE LOUISVILLE 'TIMES, has
his roots deep in the soil of Kentucky. A • fifth generation Kentuckian, he
was born at Hurricane and moved to Shelby County when he was a
Still a farm-dweller, at Prospect, he gets up each morning at 5:00, personally
tends his poultry flock, confers with his tenants and brings the milk from
his Jersey herd iqto town. By 8:30 he is at his desk starting his prodigious
output of editorials and articles.

LT. HOWARD O. PASCHALL
COMMISSIONED IN GERMANS'
Lt. Howard 0. Paschall. son of
Mr. and Mrs. .01lie Paschall. Lynn
drove, was commissioned June 1
at headquarters of hts division in
Germany. Lt. Paschall was formerly First Sergeant and was
awarded a comrtisslon as a result of outstanding service during the
German campaign.
Lt. PaSchall went overseas in
January, 1945, and at the close of
the European war, his division,
the 13th "Black Cat" Armored Division was attached to Patton's
Third. Army. which ended their
campaign'at Branou, Austria.
ler's birthplace.,
,
Lt. Paschail was drafted from
Hickman county on November 25.
1942. and received his training at
Camp Beale. Calif. and Camp
Bowie, Tex. tie wears the Good
Conduct Medal, the iilver service
star and two battle ittars -tor Soar
.and Ruhr campaigns.
His wife.' the former- Charlotte
Jordon and small son, Charles
Howard. resides in Brown's Grove.

Harold E. Brandon, in the Army
Air Corps.
wife, Mrs. Ruby Farley.
His
Brandon, is making her home ixi
Detroit, Mich., while her husband_
is in service.
TAZ W. EGELL PROMOTED TO
TECHNICIAN FOURTH GRAPE"

LT. DULANEY REPORTS
TO MIAMI, FLORIDA

• -

Can you connect

6-Sgt Robert E. Turner

son of 116. and Mrs. Turner, enter..anil
.id the 101rYiee 111 JUrle.
went overseas in April, 1944.
S-Sgt. Turner v,•as with --the
atCoast Artillery and was
tached to' Patton's Third Army in
Germany.
He wears a service ribbon with
three stars.
S-Sgt. Turner attended Faxon
High School and before induction IN SEVENTH ARMY
was engaged in farming.

Pvt. Par-E. Gilbert. husband of
Mrs. Laurene Yaibrough Gilbert
en'Witt the- service in NA-ember.
1943. He trained at Camp Shelby,
Miss.. and Fort Jackson, S. C. going 'overseas in August. '44, serving
with the .Third Army,
Private Gilbert was wounded in
France in November and was hospitalized in France and England.
He was sent back to the States
in .Lobruary and is now at Kennedy &neral Hospital in Memphis.
He has been ,awarded the Purple
Heart, Good Conduct Ribbon. Combat Infantry badge and the E.T.0
ribbon.
IN INDIA HOSPITAL
Private Gilbert is the son of
Genie Gilbert and the late Inez
Guthrie Gilbert. and a brother of
Boyd Gilbert.

where I am moving

rocrix

During the pre-invasion nombardment, guns of this ship and
others of the Pacific Fleet knocked
out enemy gun emplacements back
of the beaches. Secondary batteries
combed the landing areas, exploring every suspicious hill and clump
of trees.
On the morning of D-Day, the
deluge of shells pouring into the
island was intensified. Smoke was
so thick it screened troops pushing
Inland to their objectives. 'Every man was' at his battle ;hation /or many hours that dal. Not
until box lunches came up from
the galley did many of the fighting
crew remember that D day was
also Easter Sunday. Packed neatly
in each box wa:s a bright touch of
home, Easter eggs in rainbow hues.

Pfc, Alden Turner, 20 year-oldson of Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Turner
of Al= LS with the Ninth Army
in Germany.
He was drafted in June, '43, and
trained in California -and Texas.
Attached to a medical corp he
went oversesas in October. 1944.
He attended Almo High School
and before induction he was employed by TVA.
S-Sgt. Robert E. Turner, ..ildest

7
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HERBERT moms AWARD
ELORTING FORTRESS
ABQARD A U. E. BATTLESHIP
OFF OKINAWA—lietbert Hughea,
seaman, first class, USN, whose parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Hughes, live on Route 1, Ion
Grove, fought aboard this floating
fortress as she threw steel at the
Japanese on Okinawa in the weeklend bombardment that 'clearedthe
beaches for invading troops.
So deadly were her big guns
that troops encountered no enemy
fire in the areas she covered.

Lt. Gene L. Dulaoey has reported to Miami BeAch. Fla.. for reassignment after a 30-day leave
spent with his mother. Mrs. J. A.
Dulaney, Olive Street.
Lieutenant Dulaney served with
the 15th Air Force in Italy. He
completed 50 missions over enemy
territory, crash landing once in
Yugoslavia and later bailing out
over home territory in Italy.
Besides the Purple Heart. Lieutenant Duktriey wears the Distinguished Flying Cross. the Air
Medal with three oak leaf clusters.
the
Presidential Citation, and
E.T.O. Ribbon with three battle
stars.

Black-Draught if
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical

IR FDIC

Turner Brothers See Action Overseas

31.1.10R RORE.RT W. HAMS
RECEIVES CITATION

Iment to Murr.e,
ntg and I ine.c.
is-had a part
tions connect,
at of this COW:entative who (ie.
.•t. in the afafir.;
who knows mei
arry Lee Water, told me over
rirlay, "You All
in hfUrraji!
ig like it! How
..ay get so muc:1
little time?" 11
, the things :.
in the Leclg,.!
ruing the farm
lye factory, th.
aerce. the Fara.
.ge, the Swim -y Park, and the
of the folks ii,
"Come on over
' Harry Lee is
Lee for state rep.
Ls serving his_
has had oppois races.

PAGE THREB

THE LEDGER & TIM, MURRAY,*KENTUCKY'

Wallace started out as a bookkeeper but quickly realized that his interest
lay in the news world. In 1900 he began his career at The Times. Five years
later he joined The Courier-Journal as editorial writer and drama critic
under "Marse Henry" Watterson. In 1923 he was made chief of The Times
editorial staff. In 1930 Times editor.
Concerned with ctinservation since he was twelve, Wallace has
championed by speech and editorial the preservation of our
natural resources. Almost single-handed fur a time, he fought
to save Cumberland Falls for the state, which won him the
Pugsley Silver Medal. The annual Tom Wallace Forestry
Award is named in his honor.

us that the fat salvage problem has got to be licked
Tin thetensmall
cities, the towni and on the farms.
HEY

Our country has to have one hundred million more pounds
of used fats this year. And we're the people who must save it
We've rolled up our sleeves! Weil save every drop and bit
possible ...and keep doing it till the last Jap TS licked.
HOW TO DO ITt Save all used fats in a tin can. Keep it handy
to the stove. Scrape your broilers and roasting pans, skim soups
and gravies. Keep meat trimmings and table scraps ir a bowl.
Melt them down when your oven's going, add the
liquid fat to the salvage can. Take can to your
s butcher as soon as it's full. He will give you four
cents and two red 'points for every pound. Your
County Agent or Home Demonstration Agent can
eve you full particulars

A world-traveler, he has,for the past few years pointed his
trips toward South America, especially Mexico ... writing
keen, sympathetic articles south of the border. This month he
flew to Caracas for a meeting of the Inter-American Press
Association of which he is U. S. vice -president.
The Wallaces have two children, a daughter, Mrs. Leo Handel, whose son
Tommy is named after his grandfather; and a son, Henry, an officer in the
„
Merchant Marine, somewhere in the South Pacific.

100.000,000 More Pounds of Used Fats Are Needed This Year!

THE LOUISVILLE TIMES
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
is at home for - a visit with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Steoly,
Haiel. fle• is 'in training a n the
l'hiversity of South Carolina and
a ill enter ROTC _there
He was drafted in June. 1943,
shortly after .-he was awarded the
Alumni Scholarship from Murray
State rulteltara
--SGT. CHARLES W. JENKINS
CHIEF OF COMMUNICATIONS
AT CONCHO FIELD. TEXAS

STATIONED IN FRANCE

Service Notes
SERVES IN'NINTH ARMY

Sgt. Charles W. "Jeekins has returned to San Angelo. Tex., after
a fprlough with his wife. Mrs.
Rella G. Jenkins, and baby. Jani,
and his parents in St. "Charles,
Ky. Sgt. Jenkins is Chief of Communications at Cuncho Field. San
Angelo AAF.,Texas, and has been
in sea* four yiy..iirs this month.
Sgt. Jenkins attended the graduation eaercisea at Mueray State
Sgt. Elmo L. Boyd, son of Mr. College in *Inch his wife re,
and Mrs_ Pret-ton B.,yd, Route 2, ceived her degree. May 31.
is in France.
Mrs Jenkins and baby will make
salaambea_ their home at St Charles for the
_Ha_ area:rad
-Barr
rpresent, and she will Te7A ,corn1841, and served 16 months
land Mrs. Vr. A. Steele. Route 5.
_Hawaii, After returning_lp _the] merce at Nortonville High School
entered the service from this cots
States, he received training at next Year,
Camp Carson:-Colo. and Fort Ben- .,in September. 1942
overseas jJ ti.iii5 W. WalkeraAviariaraMetalHe ta- aerving 'as cook with an ning. Ga. He was sent
smith. left Saturday. for San Frananti-aircraft--aunit
with the 9th January. '45.
casco after spending a 3(1-day leave
He is the husband of Mrs MarArmy and has treee overseas since
with his parepts.. Mr: and Mrs.
enr,a Nell C le Boyd.
pecember. 1943;. ,
•
Charles C. Walker of Hazel.
Before entering Service he„ was
*Aker has been in the Pacific
employed at Walker's Service Sta.., WILL FICANK STEELY
on a cruiser with an aviation unit
tem and is a &actuate of Concord HOME FOR VINIT
for the past 18 months _ared_saw
pith Sc•haa:
service in. Marshall Islands. Truk,
, New Guinea. Saipan. Guam, Palau,
. the Philippines and Okinawa_ '
He wilJ.'.be stationed at Alemeda
4 Air Station near San Francisco.

„fr-1

1.

Pirfa,DUDLEI ZASCH.aLL
STATIONED IN ITALY
A letter front Pfc. Dudley Pas..
chall to his mothee.- Mrs. E. H.
Paschall, Earminaton,_
ten May 21. stated 'that he vas- an
Italy. He has served in the Seventh and Fifth Army in Sicily,
Italy and Germany. rfe-h'as been ,
changed tram-one- army to-another ;
several times. according to his letter.
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STORY HOUR WILL BE HELD
AT MURRAY-CALLOWAY
LIBRARY JUNE-AUGUST

Murray, Ky.
W... F:..i:.k Steely

AS, USN H.

W. C. ROBINSON
announces for
Magistrate of Wadesboro District
.To THE

VOTERS OF WADESBORO MAGISTERIAL
DISTRICT:

The stbry hour for children
sponsored by the Calloway County
Library will be held in the Blurray-Callaway Branch on
North
Fourth Street. beginning Saturday,
June M: at 3:00 pm a and continuing through June_ -July. and August It is open to all children, free
• f charge Mr-S.-Bogard • Dunn,- the
,former Geraldine Hurt. is the story

Four years yo you honored die with your votes and UPSET STOMACHS
•ronfidence by .eiesting me to serve you as Magistrate of YIELD INCHES OF
our district. Upon my record in serving you in this caGAS AND BLOAT
pacity I take this method of announcing my candidacy for
gas I was afraid
this office, subject to your votes in the Democratic Pri- I'd burst. Sour, bitter substance
mary to be held on August 4, 1945. It is my purpose • to rose.up in my throat from my uptry to see each of you between now and election day, but set stomach after meals. I got
EBB-HELP. and it worked inches
should I fail to see yov4 please consider this' my appeal of gas and bloat
from me. Waistfor your vote and influence. I will greatly appre,iate any line is way down now. Meals arel
a pleasure. I praise Erb-Help to
kindness you may render in my behalf:
the sky."-This is an actual testimonial krom a man living right
W. C.

Robinson

i
i

here in Murray.
ERB-HELP is the new formula 1
containing medicinal Juices from
12 Great Herbs: these herbs cleanse
bowels, clear gas from stomach,
a•t on sluggish liver and kidneys.
al!serable people soon feel differ,
all over. So don't go on suf.
•• ang-get Erb-Help. Sold in all
••de,
, here in Murray

Blood River News

SO YOU HAVE TROUBLES, TOO
Out in the Palau Islands, a Marine mites sergeant attached to an
air unit saw tires sweep his Improvised galley twice in six weeks.
The second fire destroyed biscuits he had just made with the galley's last bit of flour. The fire also deAroyed a batch of bread
padding-made with the last bread in the area. Two hours after
the second tire, a new galley was ready. Then a 50-mile-an-hour'
typhoon swept most of it away Said the sergeant, "I think we've
reached the point where we can laugh off anything."
HOME LEAVE IS FOREIGN SERVICE
Whert a Marine captain, after extended service in the Pacific, received a
30-day leave in the states, his friends
had their own idea of a service flag.
alas fellow-Leatherneclgs placed a flag
with ‘ate star over the entrance to the
captain's quarters. "That s overseas
service to US:. they Said.

..1 #
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SOUNDED ft/ST LIKE A NAZI
An Army lieutenant with an infantry division in Germany took
a position in the cellar of a fire-swept house and prepared to
launch a rifle grenade. He felt a tap on the shoulder and heard
A voice near his ear. "Shut up." said the busy officer. "You sound
just like a Nazi." Again came the tapping and again the voice.
Tin. lieutenant whirled angrils, thinking one of his soldiers was
playing a joke on him. Behind him stood a German, respectfully
anxioutf to surrender.
SIZING 'EM UP IN THE SERVICE
According to the Army Quartermaster
Corps, the average serviceman wears •
size 7 to 7'2 hat, size 9 glove, size 15 \III
shirt with a 32-inch sleeve length, size --36 (regular length , jacket, size 32 trousers t with a 31-inch leg length, size 11
socks and size 9-1) shoes The average
servicewoman is five feet, four inches
tall, weights 128 pounds, has a 26 ks -inch
waist ctrcumference, wears size 6-B
shoes, size 7 gloves, size 13 collars on her
shirts and size
stockings.

e,

SAVES LIFE BY SUTTING THROAT
A Navy medical corpsman slit the thrpat of a Wounded Marine on
Iwo Jima and doctors say the actitin undoubtedly saved the
Leatherneck's life. The corpsman held the severed end of the
Marine's jugular vein in one hand while he slit the skin of the
throat so he could reach enough of the vein to apply a hemostat. This prevented the Marine from bleeding to death.
INCIDENTAL INTELLIGENCE
More than 100 military chapels
have been built on Guam since
that island ass liberated from
the Japs ... The oldest university under the American flag is
the University of Santo Tomas in
Manila and was founded in 1611
. . . Approximately 1,500 Waves
and 3,400 Navy nurses are sersing outside the continental limns
of the United States
. Marine buglers are called 'field musics
.
and a first asks "music" must know 130 different calla ... Sattpur
fire, night and riding assault boats to shore. in that order, are
causes of the greatest battle strain, according to a Marine unit.

June 18, 1945
Still raining and no corn plantW-Jeds and grass growing
ed.
nicely.
We are very- happy to report J.
C. Lamb, who was -a German prisoner. arrived home yesterday. We
to see him yet but
haven't got
_
Lt. Randall Patterson was in they say he looks fine.
Murray the past week greeting
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Fitts and
friends utter being a prisoner of Miss 'Maxine Elkins of - Detroit
the German government for sev- came in- Saturday morning to visit
eral months.
Mr. and Mrs. Almous Steele. Mrs.
Mrs. Minnie Mitchell received Fitts of Ptatertown arid aher rela letter from her sun T-5 L,anis atives. Mr. and Mrs. Ora Kink
Mitchell a few days ago belling her and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
of his experiences while in Combat Steele Saturday and Sunday.
for 65 days.
Mr. and Mrs: DaVe -Harmon and
Mr, and Mrs. Edd Lovins of near sun were Sunday dinner guests of
Concord and daughter, Mrs. Linus Mr. and Mrs. Etude Waldrop and
Spiceland of near Model, Tenn., daughters of Murray. Sunday. All
and son. Oury D. Lovins who is visited Mr. and Mrs. Lee Caraway
home from Oak Ridge, Tenn., at- and daughters Sunday afternoon.
tended church services at the First Mrs. Lee Caraway returned home
Baptist church in Murray Sunday. with Mr. said Mrs.. Harmon far a

Macedonia friends and relatives
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Stewart's
family are very, happy au learn
that their rim and brother. R. C.
Stewart is et home from overseas
where he was a prisoner of. the
German government for two lung
years.

Th.ijO

Mr. Wilson's herd of threikezil
will be classified at 9 a.m, at h
firgra one-Mile East of Concord. Dr_
.-.4.1
Mastitis herd of 19 will be judia
at 2 p.m. at his farm three Mile:,
northwest of Murray on the new
.
Mayfield highway:

Watch Your
Kidneys!
Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidneys ere constantly filtering
waste matter from the blood stream. But
kidneya sometimes lag in their work do

DOAN'S PILLS

The Most Encouraging Tip ...
I

Boy Scout News

IFAVORITE Dig

,s
• CattleNaberds belonging to F.,
will Wilson- ,and Dr. R. M. M.
willbe offici.
àtty classified by a
Fordyce Ely, I Melon. Ky., ..:
Friday, June 22, MS. The public is cordially invitedaao attend.
according to. Ray Treon,

.9,04_ask .A.AS N.aiiaee Alatetidtli - fail to I..
Me -and- Mrs.- Willie Smith
Mrs. J. alf. Johnson
Move impuriti.• that, 1 ratitined. may
baby of Detroit arrived the past . Mr. and
poison the a yetern and.mpset the shule
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
body machinery.
week for a two weeks vzreation
Symptoms irnay_be nagging backache,
Jessie Stom and sons.
with Mrs. Smith's parents, Mr.
persistent headnele. attacks of diulnvaa/
J. W. Salmon and Earl BYerIT
getting up nightc swelling, puffing*
and Mrs. Odia McClure and other
under the eyes- a feeling of neranus
arrived in Kentucky Friday night
relatives.
anxiety and loss of pep and strength
to visit their families:, Mr. ByerVI her wane of kidney or bladder d sThose visiting in the home of ly and Mr. Salmon are with the
order are aornet Um. burning, scanty or
too frequent urin•tIon.
Mr. and Mrs. Odia McClure and TVA in Alabama. They Jeave for.
There should be no doutt that prompt
daughter Myrtis, and Mrs. Fannie Alabama this (Monday) afternoon.
treatment is wiser than neglect. tile
f ount Pills. Doon'a have been winning
Wisehart last Sunday to see Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Salzman and 'sons
new friends for more than forty year.,
They have a n•tion-wide reput•tioc.,
and Mrs. Willie Smith and baby spent Saturday and Sunday visitAre recommended by grateful people the
and Noah Wisehart who is ill were ing Mr. and Mrs. Geo Salmon of
COLLO ry ON er. Ask your Rfighnor!
Mrs. Rainey Lovins, Mr. and Mrs. Buchanan. Tenn.
Mrs. Marjor
Jet Warren and baby, Mr.. and Sanders of Paris was
a guest and
Mrs. Aylon McClure and children they all
picnicked on _the Lake
and Miss Annie Willis.
Sunday.
Recently several men of this
-community went fishing one night
at Kentucky Lake and the women
gathered at the home of Mrs. AyIon McClure and made ice cream.
The following women were at
have picked up between showers lately is th* fishing pole
Mrs. McClure's: Miss Annie Wilbusiness - possibilities unlimited ----, little capital required.
lis, Mrs. Mohnie Mitchell, Mrs.
All pules meet be store bought. No one 'has time tii-stop by
Hettie Willis. Mrs. Fay Warren
the thicket and cut his own.
and baby, Mrs Fannie Wisehart, •
The crop is drowned. so to drovin trouble, just go to CO;
MISS Myrtis McClure and Mr. and
Mrs. Odia McClure.
-Jake Liships, Gine fellow, napl, sisSistissikwith the broad waters
A mistake in last week's news
of Kentucky I.ake, goes to Southern ,Tennessee, (50 miles to
concerning Donald Howard -and
fish. Of course he has a "B" card. Well. I have not been fishThe Smiling Hillbilly Gang being
ing; am_ not going until I get toy license. Sort of don't think
at Murray June 18. Several heard
one should base to buy a license just to fish with a little
the announcement over the radio
creek cane pole and perch hook: and I don't even have one of
of that date but later was anthem either.
„..
. _
nounced the 17.
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell and Mies
There are so many angles II the ilecre:ation side of life, as
Mary Mitchell were at Murray
the sports see it, barring a few false gestures about preservation
Tuesday and called to see Mr and
of wild life, that mill make it impossible for residents near the
Mrs. Everette Bucy of West Main
reservation in raise tame life, in the way of fools. -lambs, and
street
Pvt. Huey returned 1.9
pigs. that seem as beneficial to the supply of food as qn-called
Lisuisiana June 19.
wild game animals. The guardians of wild life must learn or
John Burton, who was
disbe instructed to recognize the rights of the citizens along the
charged front the army recently,
a
borders.
went to Detroit to seek employ-

Who were patients at the Mason
hospital returned to their homes
Thursday.
•
Mrs. Henry Rogers and children
Mrs Johnnie Simmons. who was
spent a few days last week with
rushed to the mason hospital on
her parents. 'Mr. arid Mrs. Tebe
May 31. returned to her home
SUiter.
on Friday. June 15.
ment.
Mrs. Bertha Rogers spent TuesMrs Everette Huey celebrated
Mrs. Evon Green ,of Detroit. Mr.
day night and tkecinesday of last
and Mrs Henry Green _of near
week with her daughter, Mrs. Jack her birthday Friday. June 15'
McKee'.
Mrs, W. Karnes. formerly Mita Paris. 'Fenn.. and Mr. and Mrs.
A. R. Cream arrived Thqesday Eva Bucy, and children from Ev- Reek. Davenport and children of
afternoon from Detroit. Mich. He ansville, Ind., is spending a few near Hazel visited Mr. and Mrs.
will spend a few days with his days with, Pfc and Mrs. Everette George Green and childreh the
Bucy and other relatives near New past week.---Ole Maid.father. Ivan Gream.
Mrs. Bin Swafford, who has been Concord and Murray.
Ill in the Clinic, has returned, to
Mr. and Mrs Dewey Huey, MI16
her home.
Ethel Bucy. Pfc. and•Mrs. Everette
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Sheekells Bucy, Miss Elois Bucy. Oren Bucy
Troop 75. Lynn Grove ls
spent Sunday with their daughter am) HaffOrd Morris spent Monday
The Boy Scouts of Lynn Grove
Mrs. Rex Stone.
with Mr and Mrs. RUSS Bucy of met Wednesday night. June 13, at
Mrs. Beatha Rogers spent a few Mt. Carmel.
the post office of Lynn Grove. A
days in the county with Mrs. Ttbe
Miss Ella Sue Lax is spending new patrol leader and assistant
Suiter.
this week with .her grandmother, patrol leader were elected. Charles
• Florence Pierce of Clarke- Mrs. Altie Wilson.
D Butterworth was elected patrol
vine,'Tenn., spent the past week
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Thorne speet leader and Jimmy Crouch was
with Mas. Bertha Rogers.
Sunday as the guests of Mr. and appointed assistant patrol leader
Miss Betty J. Lax of the county Mrs. Jim Thorne of Paris.
by Scout Butterworth The Scouts
visited in Murray Saturday afterMrs. Eva Kirnes and children went • to the swimming pool at
spent Saturday with Mrs. Neva Murray but it was closed.-- The ,
Jeff McKeel has returned from Osborn.
later part of the evening was spent
Yysilann. Mich., where he has
Miss Elois Huey of Buchanan is at the skating rink
been employed.
spending a few days with her
Junior White. Troop Scribr;
•
WI•Ph,irt and Hassel Brown brother, Pfc and Mrs. Everette
.W1=1=11.
Bucy of Murray

Kentucky Bell's News

Expert"Calssifies
Herds
Calloway
.

Murray Route V

The Kentucky Lake Park - the nest project - comes to
the attention of our section. Well, the land- is not productive
for anything but timber ,rattlesnakes and highlander., which
will raintinue to grow. 86, since it is to be supported by the
State and o ill not infringe upon the Read Fund or School
Fund. I mould support it. because it still he an attraction for
tourists and fishermen, also hunters of geese and ducks as
increase
in Ill
well. increasing the use of gasoline whit h
revenue for our road system, and with free bridges will he a
great adsertisement for this se, lion of Kentut-ks. ,,,The corn
fields of the valley are gone, so sa should make use of what
Is left.
I base bought a farIll down on the east side and will pull
up signs warning deer. fos and bob cats to stas off. me. TVA
operates an airplane landing on mi• place.
is ill

I am still warning all to buy winter thing', nos% as theyhe scarcer than ever before
Come in to see me every time sou are in town.

T. 0. TURNER

The Me- tcalfe 4-H Club in Metcalfe county plarts to build brooders from the proceeds from l'a
acre of popcorn, loaning them to
poultry project TTlefilber F

LARGE
War Construction
Job
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Quality Products

ABROAD.

Drive in . ..
LET US SERVICE
YOUR CAR

%DC

—

Every day 340,008 gallons of milk from America's dairy farms Irs
Into the preparation of the favorite dairy food for the GI Joes on foreign
moil. That represents the total production from about 135,000 rows.
If all of the milk used ear h year making ice cream for America's
fighters abroad were put in quart bottles it would make a row of bottles
nearly 30,000 miles long. This, states the National Dairy Council, II a •
part of the contribution of America's dairy Industry to the health.
stamina and morale of her fighters.

• LUBRICATION
• WASHING
• TIRE REPAIR
• GAS AND OIL

Jake Dunn Service Station
•

MAIN AT SIXT-H STREFET

INCREASE THE MILK PRODUCTION
OF YOUR HERD!
SELL MORE MILK AND DO YOUR PART!

RYAN MILK CO.
•

a

Carpenters
Laborers and Patrol
Men
also Sheet Metal Workers needed by subcontractor
Work week, 54 hours; 40
hours of straight time and 14
hours of time and a half.
Room and board available on
project site. Transportation
ad van. ed.

E. I. Du Pont De
Nemours & Co.,
Inc.
•
Company representatives will
Interview and hire at:

War Manpower
Commission
United States Employment Service
Court House
Mayfield, Ky,
Each Wednesday

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR CAR CHECKED
THIS SUMMER?
It is essential that you keep your car fit ... for essential
driving. Let us service your.car.
•

• Tires

Motor

• Lubrication

• Day and Night Wrecker Service

• Washing

• Self-Vulcanizing Reliners

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

MUNDAY'S Service Station
Red Willoughby and Rudy Barnett, Managers
BENTON ROAD

Telephone 9118

,

•.1..4.-

"

in Southeastern Indiana
*HS Ofieralitifit -for

"

